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Abstract 
Fu, Yaqi. 2015. Chinese wind divination in the period of Song Renzong Reign.Uppsala, Dept of 

Archaeology and Ancient History. 

 

This thesis examines Chinese wind divination in the period of Song Renzong Reign (1022-1063) 

from two different paths: one is by interpreting the Wind Orientation Divination method based 

on my text analysis of Wujing Zongyao武经总要; the other path is by elaborating Wind Sensing 

Divination method in Qiusheng Fu with its links to Meihua Yishu梅花易数 and I Ching. Through 

these two paths, I try to build an understanding of Chinese wind divination in Song Renzong 

Reign.  
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1. Introduction  

Humans has a necessity of knowing natural phenomena. The time period over which humans 

have tried to know natural phenomena is probably much longer than the time period when hu-

mans begun to have knowledge about other phenomena. Heaven, earth, wind, and even thunder 

and lightning, all of the elements were in existence before humanity, and continue to play a role 

in the world of humans today. The recognition and knowledge of natural phenomena by humans 

is thus hardly achieved by single individual, but through accumulated knowledge consistent with 

the inheritance from the past. By knowing natural phenomena, simultaneously, humans make 

efforts to changing and predicting the natural environment within where they live. The effects, 

the changes on nature by the human forces are also the result of actions accumulated from gener-

ation to generation. In brief, there are two general relations that humans can have with nature, 

one is to know nature, and the other is to change and to transform it. Knowing nature is I argue 

also related to the process whereby of about knowing humanity itself. 

However, in the past several centuries, the development of science in the modern world has 

sparked a huge technological development and thus increasing human’s ability in changing and 

transforming nature. These changes have also influenced the recognition of nature as an integral 

part of culture. The increasing power of humans with technologies rendered a change in the rela-

tionships between human and nature. Nature is in some extent seen as human’s servant or slave, 

used by humans for resources and exploitation to make nature serve human society. In essence, 

the use of nature and natural resources is deriving from ancient time, but with technology’s help, 

the process of exploitation now has become faster and extraction greater. Technologies also 

change the way that we humans think. As nature becomes a slave of humanity, the same way, the 

human mind is enslaved into technology and mechanisms or what I call the mechanistic view. 

If we compare the past to the modern world, there is a quite difference in the relation between 

human and nature. Nature or natural phenomena had perhaps more power in affecting humanity 

in the past and there was also a deep awareness of this relationship, in contrast with the present 

when nature symbolizes only something which we can but exploit. Therefore the increasing and 

predominant mechanistic view of nature is not sufficient in explaining the past, the deeper and 

broader relations between human and nature. In order to understand and to explain the relation-

ship between human and natural phenomena in ancient and medieval time, it is necessary to look 

at nature through other thought systems and other ways of engaging nature and natural phenom-

ena into human’s activities.  

Divination by natural phenomena is a sphere through another mode of engaging with nature, 

simultaneously changing the relation between human and nature. Study on divination as a rule, 

or separately as an exercise, can be painstakingly difficult as it requires the researcher (and read-

er) to slowly, carefully look at the sources and try to understand a thought system/worldview that 

can be very far removed from one’s own experience, and also aloof from prevailing philosophy 

or ideas. There is no other way to conceive this than slowly and thoroughly by examining the 

words, concepts, phraseologies used as the practices are described and contextualized by practi-

tioners in their texts. In doing divination study, it is better to get out of oneself, ones’ inherent 

ideas, so as to reach the inner side of divination, instead of hanging around outside as a bystand-

er. In divination nature is regarded as a powerful subject, through observing natural phenomena, 

divination functions and continues to function in a way that is different and apart from mechanis-

tic views. Divination as practice and thought systems is a big and complex field consisting of 
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different traditions, methods, objects, customs and more. I decide to focus on Chinese wind divi-

nation, and as a specific topic. In this thesis I will examine wind divination in certain period of 

China’s History, the Song Reizong Reign period (1022-1063 A.D.).  

Before referring to wind divination of this specific period in China, I need pause and explore a 

little more on the character of divination as a practice. What is divination? One may reflect back 

on the knowledge of some supernatural power or certain persons who have such ability in fore-

telling others’ life. However, that is part of the story. Nowadays people may not know more 

about divination than the past, albeit in the old time, divination was more likely prevailing deep-

ly and widely among human society. Divination is a ubiquitous practice all over the world and 

was more so in the past. According to Patrick Curry’s definition of divination: “Divination is a 

very particular kind of human practice with ancient roots that go very deep, yet it is also still 

very much at work and at play in the contemporary world”,1 thus divination to be considered a 

bridge between ancient and temporary world. Divination practices also have its own histories 

and its ancient roots.  

Divination is also an activity links nature and human closely, yet it is a thought system which has 

variety of theories, methods and practices in different parts of the world. Natural phenomena and 

natural omens are one of the key components of subjects for diviners. Astrologists do stargazing; 

geomancers use earth as its source. The sky, the earth, and all elements of nature are connected 

to the human in the sphere of certain divinations. These divinations cannot be neglected if we 

want to investigate and understand the relation between human and nature. In addition, by deci-

phering natural phenomena, divination practices have been important longtime in shaping both 

social and political life in human society. A good omen may trigger a war whereas a bad one can 

cause a retreat in battle field immediately; and when a good king was born, there will be hardly 

find no good omens responding to that, examples as such are too many to name. 

Divination as a system of thought that deals with the relation of humans and nature. Divination 

brings human into close interaction with natural phenomena, by deciphering, predicting and con-

trolling natural phenomena it brings humans and nature into close contact. Studying divination 

through natural phenomena allows us to better understand this interaction and its influence on 

society. Despite this divination has been overlooked in the field of environmental history. Yet, 

environmental history is a discipline studies human and nature. There are many interpretations 

and definitions of environmental history. But among the many definitions human and nature’s 

relationship during history is the main aspect with most scholars concerned. Hughes, J. Donald 
defined environmental history as: “It is a kind of history that seeks understanding of human be-

ings as they have lived, worked and thought in relationship to the rest of nature through the 

changes by time”2 Donald Worster formulated the scope of environmental history more concise-

ly: “Environmental history deals with the role and place of nature in human life”3.  

In some systems of divination by natural phenomena, their practices and thoughts therein are 

closely related to mysterious spirits. Notwithstanding the belief in spirits as divinities, these mys-

terious spirits are regarded as a bridge between human and nature. Some other divinations, how-

ever, do not focus on mysterious and supernatural spirits much, but more on calculation or reck-

ons based on particular systems. This kind of divinations compared to the former, as I think, will 

help more in bridging human and nature, as it among others, shows certain germ of reason in 

humans with relation to nature. The study of divination can thus help us to further interpret hu-

mans and nature’s relations over long time periods and particularly when it comes to historical 

time (eg the time periods from which we have written records) as in the written sources the prac-

                                                                 

 
1 Patrick, Curry: Divination: Perspectives for a New Millenium, UK: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 2010, p. 6.  
2 Hughes, J Donald: What is Environmental History? (What is History Series), Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006, p.1 
3 Worster, Donald: The Wealth of Nature: Environmental History and the Ecological Imagination, New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993, p. 48. 
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tices and thought systems around divination are explained. Thus, the aims of divination study 

accords well with the aim and focus of the field of environmental history, as discussed above. As 

I hope to show here divination studies and its linkage with human thought system as well as with 

society, politics, are important contributions to the field of Environmental history as they build 

new knowledge about human and nature’s relations. 

Natural phenomena affect human life, but humans do not passively adapt to natural phenomena, 

but also lives though nature as observers, interpreters, and diviners. Wind, one of the most com-

mon phenomena in nature, was an important subject of divination in the past and is still seen as 

having divine power in some parts of the world. However, to most individuals today, wind divi-

nation is no longer the common knowledge that it once was. 

In the past, there existed special terms of wind divination, for instance Austromancy and 

Anemoscopy, both of which are a branch of Aeomancy, all terms related to divinations based on 

wind and air conditions. Austromancy is derived from Latin word, wherein Auster means south 

wind and mancy means prediction. Anemoscopy is derived from Greek word, anemo- is from 

Ancient Greek άνεμος (ánemos which means “wind” and air) and scopy from σκοπέω (skopéō, 

“to see”). Austromancy and Anemoscopy are divinations not only based on wind conditions but 

also other air conditions such as clouds. A more accurate explanation is perhaps that both Aus-

tromancy and Anemoscopy are types of divination that are based on observing winds (direction 

and intensity) and other air conditions to predict events in the future. 

If we consider the wind power is growing more and more important in today’s energy resources, 

then it would be hard for us to resist the realisation that wind is important. Today the power of 

the wind is turned to energy which benefits people today, but in the past wind had other powers, 

not only related to the physical movement from which energy is generated, but also through it is 

power for foretelling the future. Through divination, wind can convey message about what will 

happen in the future, and whether the upcoming event will turn out good or bad. Nowadays, 

harsh wind brings inconvenience to human’s daily life. The good aspect of wind provides a 

source of energy which offers substitute energy for humans. But in the ancient time both in the 

east and in the west, wind signified grander power, the power of divinity. In the past such divini-

ty of power influenced people’s ideas and motions, and guided people’s behaviors and everyday 

lives.   

1.1. Divination in academic litterature 

Wind divination is still not paid enough attention from scholars in environmental history and 

other relevant disciplines. There are few academic works, if any, which investigates wind divina-

tion specifically which is somewhat enigmatic comparing to the amount of studies about other 

divination practices, like astrology, palmistry and more. Works which study other divination 

practices can provide good help and inspiration in wind divination topic. “Divination: Perspec-

tives for a New Millenium” (2010), edited by Patrick Curry, is a collection of articles focused on 

divination. In this book, scholars study divination stretching into different aspects. Staurt R. Har-

rop writes a paper with the title “The Carbon Footprint of Oracles”4 that makes an interesting 

link between divination and environmental conservation. An interesting comparison related to 

Chinese divination is made by Lisa Raphals, in her “Divination and Prediction in Early China 

and Ancient Greece”, where she finds that the characteristics of divination between China and 

ancient Greece is different. In reference to the divination of birds and weather, she claims that 

Greek procedures were more closely connected to the gods as birds and the weather came from 

                                                                 

 
4 Patrick, Curry: Divination: Perspectives for a New Millennium, UK: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd, 2010, Chapter 6, p. 69-84 
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the heavens and thence the gods. By contrast, Chinese references to ornithomancy are rare.5 Lisa 

Raphals’ statement provides a new angle of comparison between two civilizations in terms of 

particular divination, which is agreeable in its form and also points to the potential of compara-

tive divination studies. Moreover, Lisa Raphus also makes an interesting comparison relating 

specifically to wind: “In both China and Greece, winds were linked to change, and wind oracles 

appear in both traditions, but with different significance”6. Lisa Raphals’ idea about this compar-

ison is important and valuable, but the comparison is still general in its contents where there is a 

need for more detailed studies.  

While divination has been explored in many studies, few studies has focused on wind divination. 

The rarity of wind divination research is partly, I think, due to the reason that scholars do not 

realize that wind divination has played an important part in human affairs because it is mostly 

regarded as superstition and thus deemed irrelevant as a historical explanation. However, as I 

have and will continue to argue here, wind divination has its systematic logic, methods, condi-

tions and has affected people’s mind and decisions at both individual and state level. Detailed 

study of wind divination is therefore greatly needed.  

Wind is ubiquitous and exists everywhere in the world. The research of wind divination will not 

only help explain and build certain knowledge of wind divination in one country, or one area, but 

also can provide new perspectives as comparative research between different regions in the 

world. Wind divination is also shaped by society and culture, wind divination practices and 

thought systems are very different in different societies and cultures. What about wind divination 

in China? In China, there are many written resources that mention wind divination, but there are 

few monographs focusing specifically on Chinese wind divination. Wind divination records are 

usually scattered in various historical documents and other sources.  

Some studies about divination and wind divination can help in this thesis. A useful article which 

provides a thinking path for this study between divination and environmental history is “Divina-

tion and Power: A Multiregional View of the Development of Oracle Bone Divination in Early 

China”7 by Flad Rowan (2008). This article gives an interesting angle of divination studies by 

introducing divination as a source of regional, social and political power. Flad Rowan (2008) 

shows that divination had been playing a significant role in political life over time, so in Envi-

ronmental history, the effects of divination among human can society shall not be overlooked. 

The book “Divination, mythology and monarchy in Han China”8 by Michael Loewe (1994) ex-

amines the links between the Han dynasty’s administrative power and the practice of divination. 

Therein, Loewe offers a perspective that inspired me to link divination and the study of the par-

ticular thought system of Yi Ching, which is explained further in Chapter 3 (section 3.2) to the 

importance of governance and administration of an empire. The tradition of using Yi Ching into 

interpreting the state affairs is a notable character in Han Dynasty (206 B.C. to 220 A.D.) and 

also later in China’s history. Another important work that explores the use and perception of 

wind in historic China is the book “Wind Spirit worship in ancient China”9 written by Wei Cide 

魏慈德. The book is a monograph which examines the wind spirit worship in China from Shang 

Dynasty to Han Dynasty (about from 1600 BC to 220AD), from where he elaborates some key 

concepts which have been profoundly influencing the Chinese philosophy surrounding wind and 

wind divination that will be referred to and used afterwards in this thesis.  

                                                                 

 
5 Raphus, Lisa: Divination and Prediction in Early China and Ancient Greece, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013, p. 
162. 
6 Raphus, Lisa: Divination and Prediction in Early China and Ancient Greece, 2013, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2013 p. 162 
7 Flad, Rowan: Divination and Power: A Multiregional View of the Development of Oracle Bone Divination in Early China, 
Current Anthropology 49(3), p. 403-437 
8 Loewe, Michael: Divination, mythology and monarchy in Han China, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994 
9 Wei ,Cide魏慈德: The worship of wind spirits in ancient China中國古代風神崇拜, Taiwan: Wu-Nan Book Inc, 
五南圖書出版股份有限公司, 2002 
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1.2. Aims and Method: 

The study of Chinese wind divination is important also as a comparison on a global scale to other 

systems of thoughts when it comes to wind. In the next chapter I will give a short overview of 

wind in European history that stands in contrast to the study that will presented here. Chapter 2 

has the function of showing the potential of comparative studies but also to contrast other 

thought systems of wind with the Chinese thought systems. However, here I do not set out to 

answer the question, what are the features of Chinese wind divination as the topic is simply too 

large to deal with in a Ma thesis. Instead, I investigate wind divination by focusing on a certain 

historical period in Chinese History. Through this small and defined research topic I hope I can 

demonstrate the practices and conceptual understanding of wind divination at that particular 

time, and at the same time through this defined study bring the study of wind divination into 

broader attention.  

I will focus in this thesis on Chinese wind divination in the reign of Song Renzong (1022-1063 

AD) through analyses of written sources dating to this period. During the reign of Song Ren-

zong, several works appeared which were related to wind divination. The work Wujing Zong-

yao武经总要 is a collection of works related to military strategy. In this thesis I will focus spe-

cifically on the wind divination part of Wujing Zongyao. It is an important source as it represents 

the collected and authorized knowledge of military strategy and wind divination at the time. Alt-

hough some parts of the Wujing Zongyao, has been translated to English10 I have been unable to 

locate a translation of the wind divination part of Wujing Zongyao武经总要. As the phrasings, 

concepts and the contextual relationship between them are extremely important for my analyses I 

have chosen to carry out my own translation. As a basis for translation I have used the late Ming 

(Wanli Period 1573-1620) edition, collected in Zhongguo bingshu jicheng中国兵书集成11.  

I will also analyze wind divination as represented through the prose Qiushengfu秋声赋 written 

by the author Ouyang Xiu. I access the prose in the Collection of Ouyang Xiu’s Poems and Pros-

es欧阳修诗文集校笺 (2009) which is annotated by Hong Benjian洪本健.12 In the collection, 

Hong Benjian has compared many archives and different versions from different time in history, 

and collected most of Ouyang Xiu’s works, so the context of the prose should be verified. These 

two contemporary but different works represent, as I will claim here, two different trends in wind 

divination that co-existed during the period of Song Renzong Reign. The collection of Wujing 

Zongyao 武经总要is building on the tradition of wind divination passed from previous ages. But 

in the Qiushengfu 秋声赋, there is as I will argue a new trend of wind divination that is defined 

in the source. In my interpretation of Qiushengfu秋声赋, I will compare the mentioning’s of 

wind in Qiushengfu秋声赋 with the methods of wind divination described in Meihua 

Yishu梅花易数 and I Ching. The aim is to demonstrate the value of the Qiusheng Fu秋声赋, in 

understanding the changing trends of wind divination during the Song Renzong Reign. 

The thesis has several levels of aims, one is simply as a first step to depict and describe the con-

tents and characters of wind divination in the Renzong Dynasty through interpreting representa-

tive written sources during Renzong Dynasty. Original texts are translated into English and char-

acters and the contextualisation of characters are analysed. Through this first analytical step I am 

able to outline the two paths of wind divination in the Song Renzong reign.  

                                                                 

 
10 See for instance: Translation by Ronald Cohn, Jesse Russell, Wujing Zongyao, Massachusetts: Book on Demand Ltd., 2012 
11 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社1988. 
12 (Song) Ouyang Xiu: The Collection of Ouyang Xiu’s Poems and Proses欧阳修诗文集校笺, Hong Benjian洪本健annotates, Shang-
hai: Shanghai Guji, 2009, volume 15, p. 477-478 
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Thereafter, the thesis analyses the character and significance of wind divination in the Renzong 

time, taking into consideration the changes of wind divination practices in China and the theory 

of the Tang-Song transformation when changes in politics, society, economics, and thoughts 

occurred (see Chapter 2). The aim here is to, through the exploration of the wind divination in 

Song Renzong reign, understand the development and difference of wind divination practices 

and societal conceptualization of wind divination in the Renzong period in comparison with the 

previous periods.  

Considering the complexity and the continuity of wind divination in China, the sources used in 

this thesis are not restricted at only Renzong period. To elaborate Chinese wind divination in 

Renzong period, this thesis also uses sources as from periods before and after the reign of Ren-

zong. This is because Chinese wind divination is still a rare research field and not well known 

and I have therefore had to summarise available sources as a starting point. The thesis introduces 

in Chapter 3 a general background of Chinese wind divination related works relating to earlier 

periods including the system of thought referred to as Yijing-learning, Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 and 

Meihua Yishu梅花易数.This background will be useful and necessary in understanding and ex-

plaining the wind divination in the the Renzong period.    

To summarise my research questions and methods, the research questions are condensed below 

with a short summary that also explains the structure of the analytical part of my thesis.   

1. How is wind divination described in Wujing Zongyao?  

I will do textual analysis on Wujing Zongyao 武经总要with reference with other works related 

to wind divination. Classification on certain categories are also helpful in examine wind divina-

tion in Wujing Zongyao 武经总要. 

 

2. Taken the method of Meihua Yishu and I Ching, how Qiu Shengfu related to wind divination? 

I will begin with a general background introduction to Qiu shengfu 秋声赋and Meihua Yishu 

梅花易数. Qiu Sheng Fu 秋声赋is considered as an important literature which has been investi-

gated by numerous scholars. But my research is different to other scholarly work as I try to ex-

plain how Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋is related to wind divination. This is also my original contribution 

to the understanding of wind divination in the Song Renzong period. I will show that in 

Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋there is another wind divination approach compared with the approach rec-

orded in Wujing Zongyao武经总要. In order to explain how Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 is related to 

wind divination, I will try to bridge the theory of Meihua Yishu梅花易数 in wind divination to 

the Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 source to explain the context of the latter.  

 

3. What are the characteristics of wind divination in Song Renzong Dynasty? 

This question is also a summary of the explorations around the questions defined above. I will 

combine the wind divination in Wujing Zongyao 武经总要and the approach discovered in 

Qiusheng Fu秋声赋, in order to give a comprehensive view of wind divination during Song 

Renzong Reign.  

1.3 Chinese characters, citation and appendix 

Important names, places and concepts in Chinese used in this thesis are written using the official 

phonetic system Hanyu pinyin 汉语拼音 simultaneously with simplified Chinese characters fol-

lowed. If a Chinese name or concept appeared frequently in a certain paragraph, Chinese charac-

ters of such term may be left out in order to make the thesis more concise. Words or concepts is 

written in English first with the original Chinese followed, for example: Southern Song南宋. In 
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this thesis simplified Chinese characters are adopted. Traditional Chinese characters will be con-

verted into simplified Chinese characters consistently, the exceptions are some concepts that 

must be written in traditional characters for explanation as translation/conversion of the word is a 

matter of debate or uncertain. Citations in Chinese that have been translated into English are 

shown in the body text with the Chinese original text added as a footnote. In cases of other 

sources, existing translation will be selected and adopted with citation. Long texts and large dia-

grams compiled as a result of translation and analyses that are necessary to follow translations 

and inferences on the basis of them are placed in the appendix.      
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2. The significance of wind divination research: with a short 
comparison between China and the Occident after Song Dynasty 

Wind divination research has great significance and potential, not only because of its status as a 

relatively under researched academic field, but also on its close relation to the growing field of 

environmental history. Moreover, and as discussed in the introductory chapter, studies on wind 

divination can provide another understanding of how natural phenomena, in this case winds, and 

how it deeply affects humans both in the sphere of the human mind, and human action towards 

outside world.    

Wind, as a natural phenomenon, has been considered as having or being able to exercise special 

power towards human in many cultures and times. In such situation when people notice and ob-

serve abnormal wind, the most natural and direct reaction is to find what messages of such winds 

bring. That winds have brought special messages to human beings applies to both China and the 

Occident. But the knowledge systems of how to interpret what exactly the messages mean, how 

to decipher them, and what influences these messages can bring to human society have differed.  

There are a lot of questions to answer when we enter the wind divination sphere. Here before 

entering into my specific research, I would like to bring a short comparison between the Occi-

dent and China about the divine power of wind. By such comparison, I am not trying to provide 

a whole detailed wind divination study as this topic is too large to deal with here, but the aim is 

rather to give an explanation from a wind divination perspective, of how divine power in the 

Occident is defined and, thereupon ask why the Occident and China behaved differently in the 

renaissance period of Europe (from 14th century) and in the period that followed the Song Dynas-

ty in China (from 13th century). From what I have researched, such comparison from wind divi-

nation perspective is hitherto not elaborated by other scholars. I thus venture to take this step as a 

first initiative. As wind divination comparison is a big question that cannot fully answered by 

this broad comparison, this should be seen as a teaser, to try bring more readers to think about 

this issue and to show the potential of such comparative studies. The reason why I put this broad 

comparison here is that I want to give a macro background of the significance of wind divination 

research. Wind divination may be a small field but I argue that it may help us solve debate about 

larger significant issues. 

As introduced in previous chapter the focus of this thesis is to investigate wind divination in 

Song Renzong Reign, which is an era of Song Dynasty in China. There would be still some 

doubt about the relevance of a broad comparison of wind and divinity between China and the 

occident after the Song period.  One may ask what the meaning of this comparison is; if any, 

does it have any connection with my study, that is, wind divination in Song Renzong Reign? 

Indeed it matters much. It is very important to see these differences between the Occidental and 

China in a macro view. The Song Dynasty (960-1279 AD), is considered to be a transformation 

period from medieval age to early modern age in Chinese history. During the Song Dynasty a lot 

of transformations in politics, society, economics, thoughts and more were experienced, tracea-

ble already from the earlier Tang Dynasty (618–907 AD). Wind divination, however, as I will 

show here also experienced certain changes during the Song dynasty. And in Song Renzong 

Reign, from my study I hope to manifest how the transformation of wind divination happened 

during that period. 
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2.1. Same wind, different interpretations 

China and the Occident developed different thought system when it comes to receiving and in-

terpreting divine information from wind. In a comparative view, China and the Occident have 

developed different attitudes towards wind divination after the period of Song Dynasty, the large 

time frame in this thesis. The different attitudes towards wind can influence the attitudes towards 

oceangoing voyage, which leads to divergent trajectories in the early modern time between Chi-

na and Europe.     

To think about the necessities of navigation at sea, nature’s condition is a key fact that cannot be 

ignored. Nature’s conditions include mainly the two factors on the sea, the wave and the wind 

both influencing each other. As the wind is a key issue of navigation in the aspect of nature, 

knowledge and thoughts of wind are the factors that should be paid attention to. Sailors, the nav-

igation experts, no matter in China and the West, have enough knowledge accumulated about the 

wind for their sailing. But their knowledge is more concerned about with the technical sphere, 

thus this knowledge cannot be regarded as a system of thought around wind, nor to the practices 

of divination of wind in the grander scale that affected the spirit of a whole nation.  

Wind can affect ocean voyage directly and sailors need to master the skills to navigate vessels in 

different wind conditions. If we take such direct factors apart and investigate how wind affect 

people’s mind and heart in the perspective of wind divination, there will be many diversified 

practices and understandings both within and between China and the Occident. But here I will 

approach this matter broadly in terms of major differences in dominant though systems. 

In the Occident, the ideas of wind derive from three main streams, one is through the aeomency 

which passed from the classical Greek period to early modern time. The other stream comes 

from the mythology of the classical Greek and Latin tradition, and that was related to the gods 

that I will give example of below. The third stream emanates from the Christian traditions where 

wind is related to the Holy Spirit. In China however, the idea of winds and wind divination was 

embedded in a whole system of thought that was highly formalised. In all three streams of occi-

dental thinking around the powers of wind has strong powers as it can foretell the trend of things 

as was also the case in China. But in China, even though there are a lot of branches of approach-

es in Chinese wind divination, contrary to the Christian tradition, wind is not closely combined 

with the concept of God or God’s message in these traditions. 

Despite the long tradition and the strands of wind divination in the occident, in the Renaissance 

time, skills of foretelling based on natural phenomena was classified as one of the seven "forbid-

den arts," these included aeomancy along with necromancy, geomancy, hydromancy, pyroman-

cy, chiromancy (palmistry), and spatulamancy (scapulimancy).13 But in China, wind divination 

was fully integrated in society and developed into a larger thought system it is from the Song 

Dynasty.  

2.2. Classical Greek wind mythology 

One example of the association of wind with divinity of wind is from the classical Greek my-

thology around Aeolus. In the mythology of Aeolus, the wind’s power is closely connected to 

voyage on the sea. There are different versions of story of Aeolus and in one of them, which is of 

importance to the argument here, Aeolus is regarded as the ruler of winds. In the mythology of 

Aeolus, the wind’s power is closely connected to voyage on the sea and the mythology is record-

                                                                 

 
13 Richard Kieckhefer: Forbidden Rites: A Necromancer's Manual of the Fifteenth Century, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State 
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ed in Homer’s Odyssey.14 According to this passage Aeolus was the keeper of winds. The story 

goes that Aeolus can collect the bluster winds to block or help Odysseus to continue his travel.  

“He (Aeolus) gave me, furnish’d by a bullock of flay’d in his ninth 

year, a bag; ev’ry rude blast which from its bottom turns the deep, 

that bag imprison’d held; for him Saturnian Jove hath officed arbi-

ter of all the winds, to rouse their force, or calm them, at his will.15  

In another famous work Aeneid by Virgil, it records the same figure Aeolus on how Aeolus then 

obeyed the order of Juno to set out the wind and block the way of Aeneas to Italy. In the words 

of Virgil, Aeolus can set out and control the wind: “The Tyrant Aeolus from his Airy Throne, 

with Pow’r Imperial curbs the strugling Winds, and sounding Tempests in dark Prisons 

blinds.” 16  

From these classic texts, there is one fact clearly presented that from Greek to Latin Aeolus is the 

god who is responsible for controlling the wind and who can cause bluster of wind through his 

ability, and his ability however is more dominant on the sea. Both Odysseus and Aeneas need to 

avoid the horror of the wind or fight with it. The winds have directions, and the good and bad 

winds existed while the heroes’ task is to fight with the wind. In the mythology of Aeolus, the 

wind’s power is closely connected to voyage on the sea.  

2.3. Christianity and the Holy wind  

There is another system of thought relating to the divine power, representing the third strand of 

western historical thinking about wind as discussed above. The wind, existing in the bible (both 

the Old and New Testaments) several times, is described not as a mere natural phenomenon, but 

as holy wind which contains message from God and the Holy Spirit. For instance in John 20:22 

is reads that: 

“And when he had said this, he breathed on them, and saith unto 

them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost”17 

In the above text, the wind has contained the “Holy Ghost”, which is another expression of the 

Holy Spirit. Another example of how winds are related to the God and Holy Spirit is given in 

Ezekiel 37:9 which reads as: 

“Then said he unto me, Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of 

man, and say to the wind, Thus saith the Lord God ; Come from the 

four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may 

live”18 

In John 3:8 there is yet another example of the description of wind and its relation to the Holy 

Spirit:  

 

                                                                 

 
14 William Cowper: The iliad and Odyssey of Homer, vol. II, The odyssey of Homer, translated into English blank verse, Lon-
don: Printed for J.Johnson, No. 72, St Paul’s Church-yard, 1791, Book X, p.218, line 1-5:“We came to the Aeolian isle; there 
dwells Aeolus, son of Hippotas, belov’d by the immortals, in an isle afloat. A brazen wall impregnable on all sides girds it, and 
smooth its rocky coast ascends.” 
15 William Cowper: The iliad and Odyssey of Homer, vol. II, The odyssey of Homer, translated into English blank verse, Lon-
don: Printed for J.Johnson, No. 72, St Paul’s Church-yard, 1791, Book X, p.220, line 23-28 
16 Virgil: Virgil’s Aeneid, Translated by John Dryden, Edited by Fredrick M. Keener, London: Penguin Books, 1997, Book I, line 
79-81 
17 King James: The Holy Bible (Containing the Old and New Testaments, Translated out of the Original Tongues and with the 
Former Translations Diligently Compared and Revised), Oxford: The University Press, 1848, New Testament, John 20:22 
18 King James: The Holy Bible (Containing the Old and New Testaments, Translated out of the Original Tongues and with the 
Former Translations Diligently Compared and Revised), Oxford: The University Press, 1848, Old Testament, Ezekiel 37:9 
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“The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound 

thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: 

so is every one that is born of the Spirit.”19 

From these above texts, it is clear to see that wind was being regarded as god’s message which 

contains the Holy Spirit that people can feel and sense. The missionaries of Christianity who 

aimed at spreading God’s message, in the same way, had inspiration of spreading the holy wind. 

The spread of the holy wind in the hope of making God’s message prevail, was considerably 

becoming their inner desire to go outside the ocean during the age of discovery. The idea of wind 

by the missionaries, and by Christian tradition as a whole, is not only natural phenomena, nor a 

tool that used in predicting the future, but however, contains the Holy Spirit and also the will to 

make it prevail. The idea of wind matters. Now it is not difficult to explain the reasons in the 

early modern time why, or at least add another heterogeneous reason amongst the existing ones, 

answering why western missionaries came to the east to spread Christianity, one is that the desire 

of spreading the holy wind. The missionaries were driven by their inner mission of spreading 

holy wind, that is the message of god, thus at the same time giving a strong impetus of ocean 

voyage.  

2.4. Different Trajectory between Western and China in oceangoing 
voyage    

Despite that for modern scholars, wind is not deemed important as a historical cause of 

explanation in comparison to other events and processes that can not be left out of historical 

explanation. But I am trying to argue here that the ideas around wind has the same effects as oth-

er famous causal events and processes, as it can also change and transmute people’s mindset in 

society. The stream of western ideas of wind, to summarize, it would be necessary to remember 

Matthew Arnold’s words, once stated in reference to the occident that: “Hebraism and Hellenism 

‒ between these two points of influence moves our world”.20 The two traditions from Hebraism 

and Hellenism, in regard to the idea of wind, have also move our world, or at least, move Europe 

and American during long time.  

During the European renaissance Greek and Latin literature were revived, while the connections 

between wind and God were kept in mind by Christian for long. As Matthew Arnold summa-

rized, “The uppermost idea with Hellenism is to see things as they really are; the uppermost idea 

with Hebraism is conduct and obedience” and “The governing idea of Hellenism is spontaneity 

of consciousness; that of Hebraism, strictness of conscience”,21 the idea of wind, however, might 

carry also the characteristics of both Hellenism and Hebraism, in right thinking that fight with 

the wind is not impossible during long distance ocean voyage, and in right conduct that mission-

aries shall make God’s will prevail. And they both, Matthew Arnold argued, at the bottom of 

which are “the love of God”22.    

Wind is closed connected with navigation and sail. In the Greek and Latin tradition, the wind 

god Aeolus provided people with a courage to voyage, a courage to sail even in the bad wind 

occasions, and to fight with bad weather conditions. The Hebraism tradition, on the other hand 

gives the desire to spread the word of god as the holy wind. The Hellenistic and Hebraistic ways 

of seeing wind, by thought and by action, was combined in the renaissance period in Europe, 

meanwhile the practices of aeomancy that were perhaps related to other thought systems were 

                                                                 

 
19 King James: The Holy Bible (Containing the Old and New Testaments, Translated out of the Original Tongues and with the 
Former Translations Diligently Compared and Revised), Oxford: The University Press, 1848, New Testament, John 3:8 
20 Matthew Arnold: Culture and Anarchy, An essay in political and social criticism, London: Macmillan and co. ltd., 1938, p.121 
21 Matthew Arnold: Culture and Anarchy, An essay in political and social criticism, London: Macmillan and co. ltd., 1938, p.123-
124 
22 Matthew Arnold: Culture and Anarchy, An essay in political and social criticism, London: Macmillan and co. ltd., 1938, p.124 
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suppressed. I consider that the understanding of wind as God and the spread of God’s message 

are closely related to the ambitions with which the missionaries’ desire to evangelize to the other 

peoples in the world, and the fighting with wind on the sea, of right thinking, was an impetus for 

encouraging people to voyage across the oceans to see the outside world. These two ways, of 

Hebraism and Hellenism, I think conjugated and united to inspiring people to go abroad in 

oceangoing voyage. 

The association between wind and God in the Occident is one of the factors that separate the 

mindset of the Occidental from China during and after Song Dynasty. In China before and after 

Song dynasty, the desire to fight with the winds on the seas, or of spreading the holy wind as a 

message from gods, are not found in Chinese wind divination. Chinese wind divination therefore 

was less ambitions in terms of outer world discovery, or the spreading of a message of God. Alt-

hough the fact that emperor Yongle had sent Zhenghe seven times conducting expeditionary and 

treasure voyages during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 AD) this however did not induce a whole 

trend of exploring the ocean by later time. One of the reasons for the differentiation of attitudes 

on ocean voyages has relations with the views of wind. The Chinese wind divination did not 

provide a strong impetus for exploration and conquer on the ocean, whereas it takes winds as 

natural phenomena that could be used to predict other events but not a sign to call upon people to 

explore the outside sea.  

After this excursion of a general different trajectories of wind philosophy between Western He-

braism and Hellenism and that of China and its relationships with oceangoing voyages, it is nec-

essary now for us to go back to China. The comparison above has been intended as a back-

ground, I believe and try to show readers that this will provide a broader perspective which al-

lows the readers to see the significance of my study, and also the value and potential of wind 

divination research. I will in the next chapter give a brief introduction to the history of wind div-

ination in China, then in the following chapter focus on the main part of this thesis, the practices 

and thought systems of wind divination in the Song Renzong Reign.  
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3. A short history of wind divination in China 

Wind divination has a very long history in China and can be dated back to the Shang Dynasty (ca 

1600 B.C to 1046 B.C.). Wind divination has probably been practiced over a very long period23. 

In Chinese tradition divination practices have many applications ranging from the old tradition of 

using Oracle bones for divination to methods like face reading, palm reading etc. In general, 

Chinese divination focus more on the trend of things changing, for instance foretelling 吉凶, 

evaluating auspicious or ominous omens from divination or more broadly foretelling the trend of 

things happening in the future from a certain medium. Wind divination is one branch of various 

divinations in China. Early instances of wind divination can be found in several Oracle bone 

scripts such as for instance the bone script that reads “good, today 辛未 with big wind is not a 

disaster”24 To examine wind divination in China, one must understand the role of wind and the 

ideas around wind in Chinese history and philosophy. The author Wei Cide 魏慈德 in his book 

“Wind Spirit worship in ancient China”25 examines the wind spirit worship in China from Shang 

Dynasty to Han Dynasty (about from 1600 BC to 220 AD). Wei Cide’s analysis is based on both 

written and texts that have been found through archaeology, and he is trying to elaborate some 

key concepts which profoundly influences the Chinese philosophy surrounding wind and wind 

divination. One important concept is the eight winds 八风 (that literally translates to eight winds) 

which is a spatial idea that defines wind from 8 directions. Wei Cide considers that the concept 

of the eight winds 八风 has showed a strong regularity over time and that this stability of the 

concept has provided a way to guide people’s normal conduct and also people’s practices of div-

ination.26 The origin of the eight winds 八风, probably derives from a more ancient concept of 

四风 (that literally translates to “four winds”), which had already existed in Shang Dynasty (c. 

1600 BC–c. 1046 BC) as suggested by Wei Cide 魏慈德 and also the author Yu Xin 余欣.27  

 

On the basis of the examination of the eight winds 八风, Wei Cide elaborates the tight connec-

tions between eight winds八风 and idea of 五音 which refers to the Chinese pentatonic scale, 

and also the so called 纳音Na Yin (A utilized system combining 干支Gan Zhi, 五行Five ele-

ments and Chinese Musical theory), the 五行Five elements，and the 干支Gan Zhi (literally 

means the celestial stems and earthly branches, see explanation of the two latter in Chapter 5 and 

Appendix D). In the Han Dynasty (202 B.C. to 220 AD), universal connections between differ-

ent Chinese philosophical terms surrounding wind were already built up, and these provide the 

foundation of the thought system of wind divination. Wei Cide’s research stops at the Han Dyn-

                                                                 

 
23 See Harper: The textual form of knowledge: occult miscellanies in Ancient and Medieval Chinese manuscripts, fourth century 
B.C, to tenth century A.D. In: Editor: Florence Bretelle-Establet: Looking at it from Asia: the Processes that Shaped the Sources 
of History of Science, Dordrecht: Springer, 2010 
24 “贞今辛未大风不为祸”，Guo Moruo: The collections of Oracle bone scripts, 7(1), appendix 19754-22536, picture 21019, Beijing: 
Zhonghua, 1980 
25 Wei Cide: The worship of wind spirits in ancient China, Taiwan: Wu-Nan Book Inc, 2002 
26 Wei Cide: The worship of wind spirits in ancient China, Taiwan: Wu-Nan Book Inc, 2002, P145, the original Chinese: 
“虽然八风已经减少了殷人四方风所具有的的神秘色彩，但它转而呈现的却是一种自然的规律性，而这种规律性更进一步变成为人们行为的指导甚而是占
卜行事吉凶的依据”, which I translated as: “Although the term Eight Wind has decreased mysterious elements from the term Four 
Wind invented by people in Shang Dynasty, however, it in return shows a kind of regularity from nature, and this regularity 
furtherly becomes a guide for people’s behavior and a basis for divination.” 
27 Yu Xin: Mapping the extraordinary: Knowledge, Faith and Manuscript Culture in Medieval China, Shanghai: Shanghai Guji, 
2011, P149 
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asty, for Wei Cide argues that after the Han Dynasty China changes to a more humanistic age 

where efforts in knowing nature in terms of Chinese philosophy was more emphasized. This, 

according to Wei Cide changed the original worship of wind spirits that he argued had been ex-

periencing decline in Han Dynasty. After Han Dynasty Wei Cide thinks that written sources 

about wind spirit worship are so few and scattered that it is very difficult for researchers to con-

tinue to trace it.28  

However, despite the claims of Wei Cide, wind spirit worship and wind divination continued in 

some extent after the Han Dynasty and was still practiced and developed. Wind divination at its 

initial stage was compounded with wind spirit worship and share key concepts together like the 

eight winds 八风. But later written texts seem to focus more specifically on the practice of wind 

divination, rather than wind spirit worship. Wind divination literally translated into Chinese is 

风占 in which 风 means wind and 占is to divine. Wind divination风占is a way of foretelling the 

future from observing the wind. In wind divination 风占, the medium of divination is basically 

wind, consisting of all characteristics of wind including the form, direction, sound, strength and 

so forth.  

Divinations through clouds and through the concept of Qi气 which in traditional Chinese culture 

is an active principle forming all living things29 are not strictly separated from wind divination 

风占. Wind divination 风占 however requires observations of the sky and the sun. There are also 

specific terms for cloud divination and for observing Qi in Chinese. Wind divination is likely to 

have been derived from Qi divination but developed later as a special discipline. Sakade 

Yoshinobu 坂出祥伸 in his essay “About Observation of Qi” 望气术种种proposed that the div-

ination of wind, of stars and of location are all based on the idea of Qi. For instance 望气 (ob-

serve Qi), 占气 (divine by Qi), 望云气 (observe cloud and Qi), 云气占 (divine by cloud and Qi) 

are all terms related to the divination of Qi and clouds as can be seen from the combination of 

signs.30 In this thesis, I will focus on wind divination specifically so I will not discuss divination 

through clouds and Qi further. If compared with Austromancy or Anemoscopy, Chinese wind 

divination is narrower in research scope than Austromancy or Anemoscopy as these relates also 

to cloud or air condition besides wind.  

Focusing then back to wind divination, Feng Jiao风角is a similar word to wind divination风占 

as can be seen again from the characters. The literal translation of the character Jiao角 is corner. 

Feng Jiao风角 was a popular term used during the Eastern Han Dynasty (25AD-220 AD). In the 

Eastern Han Dynasty the most famous diviners were always good at Feng Jiao风角. As for the 

definition of Feng Jiao风角, the commentary of the Book of the Later Han 后汉书 gives a clas-

sic and good explanation: Feng Jiao风角 means waiting the wind from 4 directions and 4 corners 

to predict if good or ill things will happen”31 In this definition, Chinese wind divination known 

as Feng Jiao风角has some typical characters: it focused on the physical directions of the wind 

itself and it requires the diviner to wait for wind in order to divine. In this thesis, the author use 

the phrase “wind orientation divination” to represent the method of Feng Jiao风角 or Feng Jiao 

Zhan风角占, in order to make a separation between wind divination approaches related to Feng 

                                                                 

 
28 Wei Cide 魏慈德: The worship of wind spirits in ancient China, Taiwan: Wu-Nan Book Inc, 2002, P4, original Chinese text 
is:“本文中国古代风神崇拜的研究之所以止于汉代，一方面是到汉代时已经是高度人文化的时代，原始信仰对风的自然神崇拜部分已几涤尽。其次是汉以
后风神传说仅存零星散落的琐语，不仅缺少研究的价值更无法作时间的延续, which I translated as “In this thesis, the reason why the research 
of the worship of wind spirits in ancient China stopped by Han dynasty, is because first, in Han Dynasty humanity was already 
fully developed, whereas the original worship of wind as a natural god almost existed no more; and second, the records of wind 
spirits worship after Han Dynasty were so little and scattered, which makes a continuance of research more difficult and less 
valuable.”       
29 The idea of Qi is difficult exactly translated into English. The literal translation of Qi is breath, air, or gas.  
30 Sakade Yoshinobu 坂出祥伸: About Observation of Qi望气术种种, translated by Xia Yan, Beijing: Qinghua University Press, 
Qinghua Sinology volume 2, 1997,11 p.249-260 
31 Fan Ye 范晔: Book of the later Han后汉书, volume 30, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1965, P1053风角谓候四方四隅之风，以占吉凶也。 
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Jiao风角and another wind divination approach which is named 风觉占（Here I use the phrase 

“Wind sensing divination” to translate this term. Wind sensing divination 风觉占is a term which 

appeared in first in the work Meihua Yishu 梅花易数 that I will analyse in more detail in this 

thesis. Wind sensing divination 风觉占 is mentioned together with the term 鸟占 (bird divina-

tion). Bird divination in China exists separately from wind divination, however, and I will there-

fore not focus on bird divination here. But it is important to draw to attention that Wind sensing 

divination 风觉占 as defined in Meihuayishu 梅花易数 is a different approach to wind orienta-

tion divination as I will argue in this thesis.  

Chinese wind divination still developed during Chinese medieval age. Yu Xin, in his monogra-

phy “Mapping the extraordinary: Knowledge, Faith and Manuscript Culture in Medieval China” 

中古异相, affirms that there was a great development in wind divination, especially during me-

dieval China until the beginning of Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD). During the Tang dynasty, wind 

divination experienced a further differentiation and specialisation in wind divination practices 

and systems of thought. Yu Xin summarizes 5 branches of wind divination and predictions that 

wind divination could address: the future of a nation, predicting good or bad outcome of a year, 

the outcome of warfare for the army, disease, the trend of specific events.32 Some voluminous 

works about divination also emerged during Chinese medieval age. These include some grand 

volumes that were compiled books related to divination such as Ling Tai Mi Yuan 灵台秘苑, 

Treatise on Astrology of the Kaiyuan Era 开元占经 and Yi Si Zhan 乙巳占. Ling Tai Mi Yu-

an灵台秘苑, was compiled by the author Yu Jicai 庾季才, and was completed during Sui Dyn-

asty (581-619 AD). It was later recompiled by Wang Anli 王安礼(1034-1095 AD) during the 

Song Dynasty as a comprehensive astronomic work summarizing the existing knowledge of the 

time. According to Suishujingjizhi33 隋书经籍志, Ling Tai Mi Yuan 灵台秘苑 originally had 

115 volumes but in the only version that has survived, collected in Sikuquanshu 四库全书, there 

are only 15 volumes left. In the fifth volume of Sikuquanshu 四库全书 wind divination is intro-

duced.  

The Treatise on Astrology of the Kaiyuan Era 开元占经 is a comprehensive divination work 

compiled by Gautama Siddha and other scholars during the Kaiyuan era of Tang Dynasty (about 

714- 724 AD). The Astrology of the Kaiyuan Era is composed of 120 volumes, and the first 91 

volumes deals with wind divination. The third grand volume published in the medieval China 

was the collection Yisizhan 乙巳占 which was completed mainly by the author Li Chun-

feng李淳风 at around 656 AD and now exist as 10 volumes. The 10th volume of Yi Si Zhan is 

related to wind divination.  

Yu Xin argues that from the Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD) and later, the practice of wind predic-

tion experienced a decline especially during Song dynasty (960-1279 AD).34 However, consider-

ing the compilation of works such as the Treatise on Astrology of the Kaiyuan Era and Yisizhan, 

Yu Xins argument can be contested. During the Tang dynasty there appears to have been a de-

velopment of a variety of divinations and wind divination was still one of them. It is therefore 

                                                                 

 
32 Yu Xin: Mapping the extraordinary: Knowledge, Faith and Manuscript Culture in Medieval China, Shanghai: Shanghai Guji, 
2011, p. 160 其一为占国运，其二为占岁善恶，其三为占军，其四为占病，其五为占人事祸福 
33 (Tang)Weizheng: The Book of Sui. Volume 34, Classics 3, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1997, p.1021 
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which I translated as “Having experienced progress in Southern and Northern Dynasties, wind divination developed to its peak 

during the period between the end of Sui dynasty to the early Tang dynasty, however, it goes in decline in Tang Dynasty which is 

considered as a turning point. Although in Song Dynasty wind divination has experienced certain changes, the trend of this art is 

actually falling off.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gautama_Siddha
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unclear from Yu Xins argument how in the Song Dynasty, the decline of wind divination pre-

sented itself and on what basis Yu Xin suggests a decline in wind divination practice.  

3.1. The developments in the Song dynasty 

What was the real situation of wind divination in Song Dynasty? It is not an easy question, but 

the answer to that question may have great potential academic value. The Song dynasty existed 

from 960 until 1279 AD, a 300 years long dynasty with two distinct periods: North Song北宋 

and South Song 南宋, and it is hard to conclude a unified summary of the whole period of the 

300 years. Further, wind divination as a topic in academia it is still not popular among scholars, 

and less so for the time period of the Song Dynasty. Until now I have not found a complete aca-

demic work on wind divination of Song Dynasty. Doing research on wind divination in Song 

Dynasty can help fill the gap of academy in wind divination research.  

Moreover, from the perspective of Chinese historiography, the Song dynasty is considered by 

many famous scholars as the summit of Chinese culture. For example Wang Guowei 王国维 

suggested that (I translated) “in the Song Dynasty, intelligential and various aspects of culture 

were at its highest in comparison to the former Han and Tang dynasties and the later Yuan and 

Ming dynasties.”35 Chen Yinke 陈寅恪 also grades the cultural achievements of Song Dynasty 

very high, as he writes that (which I translated into Chinese): “Chinese civilization and its cul-

ture, after experiencing about thousand year’s evolution have reached the peak in Song Dynas-

ty.”36 Chinese wind divination in essence was a cultural and learned activity which was conduct-

ed usually by scholars and well educated people. The question that I want to explore here is how 

Chinese wind divination developed in the prosperity of culture during the Song Dynasty. Thus 

the claim I will be making here is that wind divination in Song dynasty, contrary to Yu Xin’s 

judgment, experienced development and an expansion of practices. One supporting argument for 

my proposition is the appearance of Wind sensing divination which can be deciphered from 

Ouyangxiu 欧阳修’s work Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 as I will discuss further in the coming chapters. 

But, before introducing the analysis of Ouyangxiu 欧阳修it is necessary to understand the 

thoughts behind Chinese wind divination. Undoubtedly, Chinese divination is deeply rooted in 

the I Ching, which has deep historical roots (see below). In the Song dynasty the scholarship and 

theory around the I Ching intensified and consolidated into different movements of learning. 

Thus, during the Song Dynasty there was a development of theories and methods of I Ching, 

which I propose was linked also to changes or innovations to Chinese wind divination? Below I 

will outline this phase of learning of I Ching in more detail. 

3.2. Yi-ology: The learning of I Ching 

I Ching is an ancient Chinese classic which has greatly influenced Chinese Philosophy and divi-

nation. I Ching was generated originally in the Western Zhou period (1046–771 BC). In later 

times I Ching itself was transformed to a cosmological work with commentaries known as “Ten 

Wings”. It is a widely spread myth that “Ten Wings” was created by Confucius although in his-

tory there are some disputes about the author(s) of “Ten Wings”. After Confucius, there are nu-

merous commentaries in history about I Ching and “Ten wings”. In general, the scholars about I 

                                                                 

 
35 Wang Guowei王国维, collected in Wang Guowei’s Posthumous papers, volume 5, 王国维遗书, in “The epigraphy in Song Dynas-

ty” 宋代之金石学, Shanghai: Guji, 1983, p70, “天水一朝,人智之活动,与文化之多方面,前之汉唐,后之元明,皆所不逮也”,  
36 Chen Yinke 陈寅恪: Preface for Deng guangming’s “Textual research on book of officials in The book of Song”, The second 
compilation of scripts in Jinmingguan, 《邓广铭〈宋史职官志考正〉序》, 《金明馆丛稿二编》, Shanghai: Sanlian, 2001, p.277 
“华夏民族之文化，历数千载之演进，造极于赵宋之世”.  
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Ching can be divided into two general directions by their approaches: the Xiangshu 象数 ap-

proach and Yili 易理 approach. 

The transition of research methods of I Ching research was initiated in Wang Bi’s 王弼(226–249 

AD) work, which was a commentary on I Ching周易注 and also in the work of Zhouyi Lueli 

周易略例. Before Wang Bi 王弼, the most influential scholars of I Ching in Han dynasty were 

from the school of Xiangshu 象数, of which Meng Xi 孟喜and Jing Fang 京房are representa-

tives. The school of Xiangshu 象数 has several features which can be summarized as: first, using 

numbers and the image of hexagrams to explain I Ching; second, using Guaqishuo 卦气说 to 

interpret I Ching; third, discussing disasters and changes through the usage of I Ching.37  

Guaqishuo卦气说 is a school of theory that combines calendar and hexagrams, according to Li 

Xinping 黎馨平’s explanation, it represents the theory of matching 64 hexagrams to 4 seasons, 

12 months, a solar term of 24 points and 72 phenological phrases written as 七十二候.38 Wang 

Bi王弼 has written another famous work Daodejing Zhu 道德经注which is a commentary on 

Lao Zi’s Dao De Jing. In the third century AD Wang Bi, in his commentary of I Ching 

王弼周易注, compiled after having completed commentaries on both Daoism and Confucianism 

classics, elaborates his approaches and methods in understanding I Ching. Here he develops his 

method that uses the ideas of Daoism to interpret I Ching. The aim of this method is to obtain the 

meaning of I Ching rather than to emphasize merely the image of hexagrams39 Wang Bi 王弼 

thus opened up new approaches for understanding I Ching: emphasizing the reasons and cosmol-

ogy in I Ching instead of the internal logic of the lines and the hexagrams used to construct the 

text40. This approach had a profound influence on the later philosophy with regard to interpreting 

I Ching, especially on Neo-Confucianism in and after Song Dynasty.  

The scholarship and learning of I Ching had experienced a big change in the Song Dynasty. In 

general these developments were related to changes from the Xiangshu象数 approach to the Yili 

易理 approach. One prominent feature of the learning of I Ching易经 during the Song Dynasty 

as has beeen discussed by Zhu Bokun 朱伯崑 in his work: History of I Ching phylosophy 

易学哲学史41 revolved around, in Zhu Bokuns words: “using classics to elaborate cosmology 

and reasons, or knowing cosmology and reasons in order to interpret classics”. In summary, the 

way of learning I Ching in the period of the Song Dynasty was not only revolving around purs-

ing the perfect explanation and annotation of words in I Ching, but also more than the surface of 

the words, the new directions in the Song dynasty focused on the meaning of the text emphasiz-

ing the reasons and cosmology in I Ching. 

                                                                 

 
37 Zhu Bokun 朱伯崑: The History of I Ching Philosophy易学哲学史, Beijing: Huaxia, 1995, p.114 
“此派易学，宋人称之为象数之学。其特点有三：其一，以奇偶之数和八卦所象征的物象解说《周易》经传文；其二，以卦气说解释《周易》原理；其三
，利用《周易》讲阴阳灾变。” Which I translated as “This school of Yi-ology which is called the scholar of Xiang Shu, of which the 
characteristics exist as: first, by using numerology and the symbols of the eight hexagrams to interpret the I Ching; second, using 
Guaqishuo (a system that combines 64 hexagrams and time) to interpret the principles of I Ching; third, using I Ching to explain 
the reasons of disasters and changes.” 
38 Li Xinping黎馨平, A tentative research on Meng Xi and Jing Fang's gua-qi theory孟、京“卦气”说初探, Zhouyi Research, Jinan: 
Shandong University Press, 2002(3), pp. 66-72, 
p.66:“‘卦气’说中‘卦’是指六十四卦，‘气’是指天地间阴阳二气的运行及其所形成的四季节气。“卦气”说是卦和历法相结合的产物，表现为六十四卦和
一年四季、十二个月、二十四节气及七十二候的相配”  
39 (Wei Dynasty) Wang Bi: Examples on Zhouyi, collected and annotated by Lou Yuliu, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1999, p.609 Elabo-
rating the image:“忘象者，乃得意者也”, “忘象以求其意，义斯见矣” 
40 Song Xitong宋锡同, Study on the method of Wang Bi’s “getting the meaning while forgetting the image” on I 
Ching王弼“得意忘象”解《易》方法辨析, Zhouyi Research, Shandong: Shandong University Press, 2007(6), p.42-46 
41 Zhu Bokun 朱伯崑: The History of I Ching Philosophy, Beijing: Huaxia, 1995, Volume 2, 
p.4“宋易的特征之一，即因经以明道，或明道以知经。总之，不追求《周易》经传文字训诂方面的解释，不停留在经文的表面字义上，注重探讨其中的
易理”, which I translated as: “One characteristics of Yi-ology in Song Dynasty is that it emphasized by using classics to elaborate 
cosmology and reasons, or knowing cosmology and reasons in order to interpret classics, not from the superficial meanings of the 
words in classics, but in focus of the discussion of cosmology and reasons therein.”    
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Throughout the Song Dynasty, great importance was given to the learning of I Ching. Scholars 

must understand I Ching well and I Ching is often discussed by scholars together with other clas-

sics, a school referred to as Yi-ology. In the 2004 publication “A probe into the Yi-ology during 

the years of Qingli of the Northern Song Dynasty” 42, Yang Yali argues that the transition of Yi-

ology happened around the Qing Li 庆历 era (1041-1048 AD). Such transition of Yi-ology can be 

seen as a paradigm shift from the thought system of the Jin dynasty represented by the 3rd centu-

ry AD scholar Wang Bi 王弼. The representatives of Yi-ology in the later Qing Li era (of Yi-

ology in this periods is named as 庆历易学 by Yang Yali), are Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹, Ouyang Xiu 

欧阳修 and other famous scholars. I will discuss the Qing Li era in more detail below when I in-

troduce the Song Renzong period and the status of wind divination in this period. 

3.3. Meihua Yishu 梅花易数 

Meihua yishu 梅花易数 is a divination book which is attributed to be written by Shaoyong 邵雍 

(1011-1077 AD) (but see below). Shao Yong is a famous scholar in Yi-ology. His approach is 

more attributed to the Xiangshu Xue 象数学 (image-number study) which emphasizes iconogra-

phy and numbers, whereas the other approach Yili Xue义理学(principle study) is more based on 

moralistic and principal ideas. Shao Yong’s theory and learning on Yijing is Broad and deep, 

which is manifested in his representative work Huangji Jingshi Shu皇极经世书 and some others. 

In fact, Shao Yong 邵雍’s theory is a combination of Xiangshu Xue象数学 and Yili Xue义理学. 

According to the “History of Song”, Shao Yong had learnt the Yi-ology from the scholar Li 

Zhicai李之才.43 Besieds his Learning from Li Zhicai, he developed his own theory of cosmology 

including almost all things on earth. Even in his contemporary time, there were few people that 

could understand his whole profound learning.44  

The system of the divination of Meihua Yishu 梅花易数 is based on I Ching but in terms of its 

contents, many heterogeneous divinations were mixed in, including a variety of divination by 

Chinese characters. The theory of I Ching in Meihua Yishu梅花易数 is mainly shown in the 

hexagrams and numbers象数, where hexagrams are corresponding to numbers and this conver-

sion is used to conduct divination. Each hexagram also has various meanings depending on occa-

sions. The divination is carried out in a very flexible way; almost everything can be the used to 

divine, not just natural features like the winds, but also voices, the sound of knocking on the door 

and more.  

The authorship of Meihua Yishu梅花易数 is however surrounded by some mystery. The publi-

cation has attracted much attention because it claimed that the author of it is Shao Yong邵雍 

himself. But there is little evidence to show that Shao Yong did indeed author this work. In the 

appendix of of Meihua Yishu there is text that is called “The plain explanation of Meihua Yishu” 

梅花易数白话解. There is also a discussion on the author of Meihua Yishu  which shows that 

the author of Meihua Yishu is by no means by Shao Yong, the article gives several evidences in 

fact that shows that Shao Yong is the pseudo author: first, in searching of either official or pri-

vate works of biography, in the name of Shao Yong, there is no book called Meihua Yishu which 

can be found. In the Biography of works of History of Song宋史艺文志45 four books written by 

                                                                 

 
42 Yang Yali杨亚利, “An tentative study on ‘Qingli Yi-ology’”, Zhouyi Research, Jinan: Shandong University Press, 2004(4), 
p.71-80 
43 (Yuan) Tuotuo: The history of Song, biography 186, Shaoyong Biography, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p.12726  
44 (Yuan) Tuotuo: The history of Song, biography 186, Shaoyong Biography, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p12727 
“然世之知其道者鲜矣” which I translated as “But in the world there are few people who can know Shao Yong’s learning.” 
45 (Yuan) Tuotuo: The history of Song, volume 202-209 , Biography of works of History of Song, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977 
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Shaoyong is recorded: Huangji Jingshi (皇极经世, meaning the Book of supreme world ordering 

principles), Guanwu Neiwaipian 观物内外篇, Yuqiao Wenda 渔樵问答 and Yichuan Ji-

rangji伊川击壤集. Meihua Yishu was also not found in the bibliographies like Song Yuan Xue 

An宋元学案and Wenxian Tongkao文献通考. It was also not mentioned in the bibliography 

works and collective works completed in Qing Dynasty, like Biography of History of Ming 

明史艺文志46.  

Second, the title of Shao Yong in Meihua Yishu is suspicious. In Meihua Yishu, titles as Mon-

sieur先生, Mr Shao邵子or Mr Kangjie康节先生can be found in its narrative. These are all titles 

which refers to Shao Yong in third person. But, of course if the book was written by Shao Yong 

himself, these titles could not normally appear, as stylistically it would not make sense for the 

author to name himself in third person. Third, in the Meihua Yishu book, names from later time 

periods appears: for example, the book mentions Liu Bowen刘伯温 (who was living in Ming 

Dynasty 1368-1644 AD). Considering this, this book cannot have been be created before Ming 

Dynasty In summary, Meihua Yishu is obviously not from the author Shao Yong but was proba-

bly composited by some diviner from Ming Dynasty or even Later in Qing Dynasty.  

It deserves to be observed that the real author of Meihua Yishu fabricated Shao Yong’s邵雍 au-

thorship in a less than flawless way, almost clumsily. Nevertheless, this trick of attributing a an-

other author usually happened in order to make works spread, so that a little-known author may 

use a celebrity’s name in place of his own to let the public know and pay attention to his work. 

Shao Yong of course is a celebrity in Yi-ology. The real author wants to adopt the fame of Shao 

Yong and make his work more influential. But then the question comes: why selecting Shao 

Yong instead of other famous I Ching scholars? There would be, and this is a line pursued here, 

some connections between Shao Yong and the theory of Meihua Yishu. In order to answer this 

question, the first thing is to understand the relations and reference from Shao Yong’s theory to 

Meihua Yishu.  

Regardless of who the actual author of Meihua Yishu was, it has certain connections with the 

falsely alleged author Shao Yong’s approaches to Yi-ology. Shao Yong’s learning endowed him 

fame as a prophet.47 For instance the book of the History of Song宋史 recorded that, to quote:  

“Considering Shao Yong邵雍 has the ability to predict events for-

ward, people said that Shao Yong are always from the observation 

                                                                 

 
46 Huang Zongxi黄宗羲: Song Yuan Xue An宋元学案, Shen Shanhong edited, in Collections of Huang Zongxi’s works黄宗羲全集, 
Volume 4, Hangzhou: Zhejiang Ancient Books Publishing House, 2005; (Song) Ma Duanlin: Wenxian Tongkao文献通考, Beijing: 
Zhonghua, 2011; (Qing) Zhang Tingyu张廷玉: History of Ming明史, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1974 
47 (Song)Shao Bowen: The records of hearing and seeing by Mr. Shao, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1983, Volume 19, One anecdote of 

him recorded in The History of Song: 

“治平间，与客散步天津桥上，闻杜鹃声，惨然不乐。客问其故，则曰：“洛阳旧无杜鹃，今始至，有所主。”客曰：“何也？”康节先公曰：“不二年，上
用南士为相，多引南人，专务变更，天下自此多事矣！”客曰：“闻杜鹃何以知此？”康节先公曰：“天下将治，地气自北而南，将乱，自南而北。今南方
地气至矣，禽鸟飞类，得气之先者也。《春秋》书‘六鷁退飞’、‘鹳鹆来巢’，气使之也。自此南方草木皆可移，南方疾病瘴疟之类，北人皆苦之矣。”至
熙宁初（宋神宗朝“熙宁变法”），其言乃验，异哉” which I translated into plain English as “During Zhi Ping period (1064-1067 AD), 

once Shao Yong walked with his friend on Tianjin Bridge in Luoyang, He became depressed when he heard the sound of cuckoo. 

His friend asked him: ‘why’? He answered: ‘Now that Luoyang has no cuckoo before, the coming of it will signify something.’ 

Continuously asked by the friend: ‘what kind of thing?’ Shao Yong said: ‘in two years, our Majesty will appoint a person from 

south as prime minister, from whom many people from the south will be promoted. These people are fond of reform and change, 

so that the country would be disturbed.’ The friend asked: ‘how do you know that merely from the sound of cuckoo?’ Shao Yong 

replied: ‘When our country will become better, the Qi of earth coming from north to south, in reverse, the Qi comes from south 

to north. Alas! Now the Qi of earth from the south is coming. The birds however, are the pioneers who get the signal of Qi’s 

arriving, as recorded by Chun Qiu “seabirds come back”, “bad birds come to the nest”, these phenomena were driven by the Qi. 

From now on the natural phenomena in the south will come to the north, so as to the horrible diseases thereby that will come to 

torture the people in the north.’ In the beginning of Xi Ning era (1068-1077 AD), Shao Yong’s words proved to be true. So unbe-

lievable and so fantastic!”  
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from objects, sound, air and more, deducing the trend of changes 

from movements of things.”48  

It is evidence to show that even at the time when Shao Yong 邵雍was living, Shao Yong邵雍 

was considered a master in prediction, and he had already gained reputation for his ability in 

prediction.  

The approaches in Meihua Yishu梅花易数 also emphasized prediction from observing move-

ments of things, and through the drawing of the so called Bagua 八卦 an eight hexagram through 

which one could predict the trend of what will happen. With the similarity in approaches, it 

would be smart strategy for the unknown author of Meihua Yishu to attribute authorship to Shao 

Yong, as it borrows the fame from Shao Yong in his approach in predicting events. Even in the 

contemporary time of when Shao Yong lived and he was surrounded by great fame as a prophet, 

there were already many unrelated predictions attributed to him.49  

Besides the main approach that can be related to Shao Yongs learning and practices of divina-

tion, in the work Meihua Yishu Shao Yongs works are also recited as its theoretic base. An ex-

ample is that the quotation of Guanyi Yin 观易吟 from Shao Yong’s work Yichuan Jirang Ji 

伊川击壤集 that is repeated with only small changes.50 

    

                                                                 

 
48 (Yuan) Tuotuo: The history of Song, biography 186, Shaoyong Biography, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p.12728 
“又因雍之前知，谓雍于凡物声气之所感触，辄以其动而推其变焉” 
49 (Yuan) Tuotuo: The history of Song, biography 186, Shaoyong Biography, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p. 

12728“于是摭世事之已然者，皆以雍言先之，雍盖未必然也。” 
50  (Song) Shaoyong: Meihua Yishu, Zhou Haoliang collects, Beijing: Jiuzhou, 2012, p.3 In Meihua Yishu 梅花易数： 
“一物其来有一身，一身还有一乾坤。能知万物备于我，肯把三才别立根。天向一中分造化，人于心上起经纶。仙人亦有两般话，道不虚传只在人” In 
Yichuan Jirang Ji伊川击壤集, volume 15, collected in Sibu Congkan, volume 882-885, Shanghai:Shangwu, 1929： 
“一物从来有一身，一身还有一乾坤。能知万物备于我，肯把三才别立根。天向一中分体用，人于心上起经纶。天人焉有两般义，道不虚传只在人” 
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4. Introduction to the Song Renzong period and the analysed 
sources. 

Qing Li 庆历 is one of the eras of Song Renzong 宋仁宗. Song 宋 signifies the dynasty while 

Renzong is the monarchy of Northern Song dynasty 北宋 (960-1127). Renzong   reigned from 

1022 to 1063. The real name of Renzong, or Ren Zong 仁宗, is Zhao Zhen 赵祯 whereas Ren-

zong仁宗 became is the temple name given to him after his death. His temple name shows that 

he was considered to have been a good king after his death, for Ren 仁 is a very high assessment 

for a monarchy. The character Ren can be explained according to the “Great Learning”大学, one 

of the “Four books” of Confucianism Classics as “为人君，止于仁” which translates to “As a 

sovereign, he rested in benevolence”51 or alternatively: “As a ruler, his ideal was to love man-

kind”52. From his temple name, we can find in the public’s mind, the image of Song Renzong as 

an ideal king who loved subordinates and showed his benevolence. Moreover, Song Renzong 

enjoyed the longest time of reign in the Northern Song Dynasty with the 42 years that it lasted. 

During his reign, the Song Dynasty experienced a relatively flourishing time without serious 

chaos caused by wars and big turmoil. After the so called Qingli Treaty 庆历和议 (1044 AD), 

Song achieved peaceful relations with the Empire Western Xia (1038-1227 AD), and its other 

neighbors. Song and the polity Liao also kept the framework of Chanyuan Treaty 澶渊之盟 

which defined a peaceful bilateral relations between Song and Liao during the Song Renzong 

reign.  

The relatively peaceful environment with clear and bright atmosphere in politics also brought a 

flourishing of culture and learning. The achievements of cultural aspects in Song Renzong reign 

are great and various. Specifically, there are some trends need to be noticed: during Renzong’s 

reign, several voluminous books were completed in compiled such as The New Book of Tang 

新唐书, New History of the Five Dynasties 新五代史，Chongwen Zongmu 崇文总目 and 

Wujing Zongyao 武经总要. Other voluminous works were also completed; and in technology, 

the earliest movable type of printing was invented as also gunpowder was widely used as the 

formula is recorded in the Wujing Zongyao 武经总要. Talents, that remain famous in history, 

emerged in large numbers. Some of them influenced a new prose style and the development of 

Yi-ology as has been discussed in the previous chapter.    

Wujing Zongyao 武经总要, which, will be analysed in detail in the analyses was compiled in the 

Song Renzong have records on wind divination does suggest a trajectory of wind divination 

knowledge system and cosmology before and during Rensong’s reign. New improvements of 

printing speeded up the spread of knowledge in the way of making printing easier and faster thus 

the new developments of the approach in I Ching studies (Yi-ology) may also have brought new 

methods to wind divination. 

 

 

                                                                 

 
51 James Legge: The Chinese Classics: With a Translation, Critical and Exegetical Notes, Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes 
London: Trubner & Co., “The Great Learning”,1861, p.226 
52 Ku Hung-Ming translation, Higher Education, 1915, p2. http://www.thomehfang.com/suncrates6/higher%20education.pdf 
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5. Wujing Zongyao武经总要 

The Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 is a Chinese military compendium and was completed in 1044 

AD. Zeng Gongliang (曾公亮), Ding Du (丁度) and some other prominent scholars at the time 

participated in its writing from lasting from 1040 to 1044 AD. The book is considered as a com-

prehensive summary of military works at the time and had great influence on later military works 

and writers. There are several re-editions of of Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 which were published 

in Ming Dynasty. In this thesis, I have used the late Ming (Wanli Period) edition which is col-

lected in Zhongguo bingshu jicheng中国兵书集成. In the second part the 17 chapters there is a 

title of 风角占 wind orientation divination which collects approaches and methods in making 

wind divination. As discussed in chapter 1.3. Some sections of Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 have 

been translated to English, but unfortunately I did not find an English version for the wind divi-

nation part. For methodological reasons I also decided to work on Wujing Zongyao on the basis 

of my own translation. As shown in Chapter 3 wind orientation divination had a long history in 

China which can be traced by numerous works dating to before the Song Renzong period. The 

wind orientation divination part in Wujing Zongyao武经总要, can therefore be considered as an 

authorized encyclopedia of wind divination knowledge before and during Renzong reign. As 

such it is an excellent source in understanding the political and official side of wind divination.  

Apart from the official and state authorized practices of divination I have also wanted to explore 

a more individualised and personalised form of wind divination during the same period. Thereaf-

ter the question was who’s private work would be representative of wind divination. The work 

Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 is a famous prose on the wind in a literal way, but I began exploring is there 

was more significance behind its beautiful words and broad thinking? 

4.1. Ouyang Xiu欧阳修 and his Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 

Of this question I was not sure until I started to analyse Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 and started to find 

the links between Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 and the thought system of Meihua Yishu梅花易数 that 

was introduced in Chapter 3.3. These in turn led me to understand that the references to wind in 

Qiusheng Fu was not merely mentioning the wind literally but was in fact referring to wind divi-

nation. Interpreted this way we get a personalised understanding of wind divination.  

Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 was written by Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 who was a politician, litterateur, essay-

ist, historian, and one of the important scholars in Yi-ology in Northern Song Dynasty. His cour-

tesy name is Yongshu永叔. In his old age, he has other nicknames as Liuyi Jushi 六一居士 and 

Old Drunkard 醉翁. Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 was born in Mian Zhou 绵州 (now is in Si Chuan 

Province, China) in 1007 AD. When he was 4 years old, his lost his father and lived with her 

mother, later, His mother brought him to Suizhou 随州 (now in Hubei Province) to his uncle’s 

place for shelter. Ouyang Xiu spent his early age in Suizhou 随州. In his childhood, because of 

his father’s death, his family is so poor that he could not afford to buy writing materials. In order 

to teach Ouyang Xiu to write, his mother used a reed to show him how to write on the ground. 

This story is very famous in education which is know as “画荻教子”53 

Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修shows his talents in many aspects: He is an outstanding historian. He partic-

ipated in compiling historical work the New Book of Tang 新唐书 and is the sole author of the 

                                                                 

 
53 (Yuan)Tuotuo: The History of Song, Volume 319, Ouyang Xiu biography, Biography 78, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p. 10375 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeng_Gongliang
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Historical Records of the Five Dynasties 五代史记54. Both the New Book of Tang 新唐书 and 

the New History of the Five Dynasties 新五代史 belong to the Chinese official historical books 

named as the Twenty-Four Histories 二十四史.  

In the literature field, Ouyang Xiu admired and followed the prose style of Han Yu 韩愈 and 

became a leading figure in the Classical Prose Movement 古文运动 of North Song Dynasty. 

Ouyang Xiu denounced writing in an intricate and odd style.55 He took the lead in promoting and 

imitating the style of the classic prose, direct and plain, which was prevalent in Han Dynasty. 

Ouyang Xiu’s talents in literature were also shown in his poems, Ci 词 and the rhapsody 赋. 

Ouyang Xiu was also a politician. But, his career in politics experienced several ups and downs. 

He started his career in government in 1030 after he passed national exam in the court Dian Shi 

殿试 and got to the 17th in the top rank Jia Ke 甲科. In 1036, Ouyang Xiu suffered his first de-

motion to Yiling夷陵 because he supported Fan Zhongyan范仲淹, who was at that time in con-

flict in political views with present chancellor Lv Yijian吕夷简. In 1040, Fan Zhongyan范仲淹 

and Lv Yijian吕夷简 reached reconciliation. In 1043, Fan Zhongyan was appointed as vice 

chancellor which put him into the central stage of politics where he was promoted by the famous 

Qingli Reforms庆历新政（1043-1045). Ouyang Xiu stood by Fan Zhongyan’s side and was 

involved actively in this reform. But as resistance from the opposition side grew and the Fan 

Zhongyan faction fell out of Renzong’s consideration, in 1044, Ouyang Xiu欧阳修 suffered his 

second demotion.   

Ouyang Xiu欧阳修’s best years of his political career, if any, would start from the year 1054 

when he was recalled to capital from demotion. In 1058, Han Qi韩琦, who had supported the 

Qingli Reform was appointed as chancellor. Helped by Han Qi 韩琦, Ouyang Xiu was politically 

revived and came back to the political stage. It was after this that he elaborated his literal contri-

butions. In 1058 Ouyang Xiu replaced Bao Zheng 包拯 and became the Magistrate of Kai 

Feng开封知府. It was in the position of Kai Feng Magistrate that Ouyang Xiu; in 1060, com-

pleted the mission of compiling the New Book of Tang新唐书. In the same year, he was pro-

moted as Vice military affairs commissioner with the Vice Shumishi 枢密副使56 and since then 

until 1066, Ouyang Xiu held this politically prominent position in the central government. 

Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 was written in the year 1059 when Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 was the Magistrate 

of Kai Feng 开封知府. The position as magistrate was high and important, but as Ouyang Xiu 

欧阳修 had suffered through two big demotions plus various rises and falls, in his prose he ex-

pressed complex emotions by the occasion of hearing the wind, or the sound from autumn that I 

will argue here is also related to wind divination. The Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 prose expresses the 

cosmology of Ouyang Xiu and all sorts of personal emotions in response to the observation of 

the wind in an autumn night. Qiushengfu, as a very important and wonderful literal work. This 

prose is not long, but contain a richness of thoughts and feeling about the wind. It has been stud-

ied by literary scholars from most angles. But the significance of his observation of wind in this 

prose has, as far as I have found not been discussed previously.  

So, to summarise, in this thesis, I tried to adopt two routes in elaborating the wind divination in 

RenZong’s reign. One is from the officially recognized way through examining the divination 

                                                                 

 
54 Named by historians as New History of the Five Dynasties 新五代史 in order to distinguish itself from Old History of the Five 
Dynasties旧五代史. 
55 (Yuan)Tuotuo: The History of Song, Volume 319, Ouyang Xiu biography, Biography 78, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1977, p. 
10378“知嘉祐二年贡举。时士子尚为险怪奇涩之文，号“太学体”，修痛排抑之，凡如是者辄黜。” 
56 In Song Dynasty, Vice Shumishi枢密副使 is the vice position of Shumishi who is a military affairs commissioner in charge of 
the entire national military 
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part of Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 that will be analysed in Chapter 5 with represents the official 

authorized version of wind divination. The other route is through interpreting Qiusheng Fu 

秋声赋, that will be analysed in Chapter 6 with reference to the approach shown in Meihua 

Yishu 梅花易数 as discussed in Chapter 3. Working along both lines I argue a relative compre-

hensive image of the wind divination during Song Renzong’s reign.  
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5. Wujing Zongyao武经总要’s records about wind divination 

The wind orientation divination 风角占 part of Wujing Zongyao from its content summarizes the 

knowledge of 风角 from previous period. The text begins with introducing the “waiting wind 

method”, which is a general principle and procedure of waiting for the wind, specifying how to 

wait for wind and what special tools are needed when waiting. The next section in the text de-

scribes in a comparative discussion the characteristics and meanings of auspicious and ominous 

winds. The actual wind divination is carried out through observing the direction and characteris-

tics of the coming wind in order to know the situation in the present or to predict the way events 

are going to happen. According to Wujing Zongyao, there are many systems in wind divination 

that includes: Method of Chinese Pentatonic scale 五音之法, Method of Eight time point divina-

tion八节日占, Method of six emotions 六情占. In terms of applications for guiding military 

strategy, the winds are used to predict specific issues, such as: an enemy’s general 观风察将, the 

victory or defeat on both sides 断定主客胜负, weather one will win or lost in military combat 

用兵胜负, and more specific issues regarding situations of what will happen if China attack the 

barbarians or else, the barbarians invade China. 

In this chapter I will describe the different methods of wind divination recorded in Wujing 

Zongyao 武经总要 in detail and I will also make some comparison with earlier and later sources 

of wind divination.  

5.1. Waiting for wind: 

The first step of doing wind orientation divination is to wait for the winds. In Wujing Zongyao 

the first item of wind orientation divination parts is the method of waiting for wind. Waiting for 

wind here is by no means of a simple random act or something tends to keep its mystical perfor-

mance, but it has specific requirements and tools which make itself more like a scientific exper-

iment. Such “scientific experiment” is based on traditional Chinese ideas, on Chinese mythology 

and on Chinese philosophy.  The method of waiting for wind is described as follows:  

 

“凡候风之法，选高逈之地，立五丈竿。首作木槃。槃书八卦

，分四维十二辰，上安三足木鸟，机开转运，使鸟口啣花，视

花摇动即占之。又法以鸡羽八两，为葆系于竿首，候羽葆平直

即占之。”57 

In my translation this reads: “The method of waiting for wind, is to select a high place, where a 

five zhang丈58 pole is erected. On the top of the pole a wooden plate is installed whereon an 

eight hexagram, a bagua 八卦, is written which is separated by four dimensions and 12 Chinese 

hours. On the plate a 3 feet bird device is installed. As the device is allowed to operate, make 

                                                                 

 
57  (Song) Zeng Gongliang 曾公亮 and Ding Du 丁度: Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu 
Jicheng中国兵书集成, volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1948 
58 丈 is a traditional measurement of length in East Asia based on 10 forearms (尺), usually roughly equivalent to 3 and 1/3 me-

ters. 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/length
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/East_Asia
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/based
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/forearm
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E5%B0%BA
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/usually
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/roughly
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/equivalent
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/meter
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/meter
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sure the bird’s neb holds a flower. When the flower is wiggling it is time to make the prediction. 

On the top of the pole must be tied chicken features weighing 8 liang. Begin to predict when the 

feathers stay level.” 

This method of waiting for wind is also recorded in previous works. In Kaiyuan 

Zhanjing开元占经 (which is compiled during 718~726 AD), a similar method of wind divina-

tion is already recorded59. This source also explain in more details about the symbolic meaning 

behind each symbol and device. In this source it is stated that: 

“The feathers must be from rooster, because the rooster is the sym-

bol of hexagram Xun巽 and it is believed that the rooster is an an-

imal that can know the time. The weight of the feather must be 8 

Liang which symbolizes the 8 winds. The 5 Zhang pole (eg. the 

erected pole with the rooster feather) symbolizes the Chinese Pen-

tatonic scale. The Bird is the spirit of the sun, having understanding 

and knowledge of the wind, so that is why the bird is used on top of 

the pole”60 

From the text above, it is clear that the devices and the paraphernalia used in the “waiting for the 

wind method” is related to the knowledge of time, the weight of the feather to the direction of the 

wind, the length of pole to the Chinese Pentatonic scale, and the bird, that in terms of the spirit of 

the sun, is considered as having the skill of knowing the wind. Advice on the importance of se-

lecting an open and flat place to divine also gives also this method a scientific sense which is like 

the method of wind observation that I will discuss below. In Kaiyuan Zhanjing, there is no item 

about 八卦四维十二辰 eight hexagrams, four dimensions and 12 Chinese hours on the plate that 

are all mentioned in Wujing Zongyao. This subdivination to me shows that in Song dynasty, 

wind orientation had combined the Chinese philosophy of I Ching and Yi-ology much more 

closely than in previous periods. Yi Ching 易经 and wind orientation divination has a close rela-

tion through the adoption of the eight hexagrams, the bagua drawn on the wooden plate placed 

on the top of the pole as specified in the Wujing Zongyao quote above. 

From the waiting wind method thus, a significant feature can be discovered which is that, the 

wind waiting methods are based on Chinese philosophy and methodology. The numbers of each 

measure of devices are not selected or picked at random, but should be exact as the number in 

the concepts of Chinese philosophy. The features on the pole should be from rooster, and this is 

also linked with the thought as it was believed that rooster knows the time, which links the origi-

nal belief in Chinese methodology to the power of wind divination.  

It is hard to judge or evaluate if the waiting wind method really works in wind orientation divina-

tion, but from the introduction of such waiting methods we know that waiting wind methods 

provide an exquisite and complex set of procedures and requirements in prediction. This method 

were probably adopted by certain specialized groups, wind divination experts in formalized set-

tings. Thus this method was probably used by the experts of wind orientation divination to pre-

dict big events and state affairs rather than daily things relevant to everyday life.  

 

                                                                 

 
59 Gautama Siddha: Kaiyuan Zhanjing, in Siku Quanshu collection, volume 91, wind divination, p.854 

“凡候风必于高平畅达之地立五丈竿以鸡羽八两为葆属竿上，候风吹羽葆平直则占，亦可竿首作槃作三足鸟于槃上，两足连上，而外立一足，系下而内转
风来则鸟转迴首向之，鸟口衔花，花旋则占之。” 
60 Gautama Siddha: Kaiyuan Zhanjing, in Siku Quanshu collection, volume 91, wind divination, (photocopy), Beijing: Zhongguo 

Shudian, 1989, p.854“羽毛必用鸡，取其属巽而能之时，羽重八两以相八风，竿长五丈以法五音，鸟者日中之精，巢居知风，鸟为其首也” 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gautama_Siddha
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Another and related method of wind divination was what I call the wind orientation divination. 

This method was used in similar situations as wind waiting method as explained by Wujing 

Zongyao.  

5.2. The conditions of doing wind orientation divination 

Not every wind needs a divination. Wind is natural, so when wind becomes abnormal or special 

in certain conditions, it is probably the right or necessary time for adopting wind divination. But 

when it is the time to do the wind divination? Wujing Zongyao does not explain when the exact 

time of doing wind orientation divination is, but it is implied only that the divination time arrives 

when wind is as strong as “鸣条以上怒风” which means “the wind shakes and sounds branch-

es”. About the conditions and place of doing wind orientation divination, the work Kaiyuan 

Zhanjing 开元占经 gives a more clear explanation of this in the quote describing a so called 

Huangdi divination: “In general, the movement of winds signifies the symbol of uneasy and un-

stable conditions. If the wind is emanating from the mountain, the river, from the sea or empty 

holes, it is not good to divine because it is a normal expected wind. But if in a court, a city, a 

campus, or in the battle field, a wind comes abnormally and strong, bringing sand storms and 

moving stones, with a dim sun, it must be the time to divine from such wind.”61. Strong wind is a 

requisite, but it is not the necessary and sufficient conditions for prediction only applies when 

winds came in both strong and abnormal situations. In these cases it the right time to make wind 

orientation divination.  

5.2.1. Different systems and approaches in wind orientation divination:  

After introducing the waiting wind approach and wind orientation approach, Wujing Zongyao 

武经总要 introduces different systems and approaches in wind orientation divination.  

Wuyin Zhan 五音占 (Chinese Pentatonic scale divination) and Guest and Host Method 

The Chinese Pentatonic scale includes five musical modes: Gong 宫, Shang 商, Jue 角, Zhi 徵, 

Yu 羽. As discussed in chapter 3 The Chinese Pentatonic scale has existed a long time in tradi-

tional China long before the influence of western music came in, and in fact The Chinese Penta-

tonic scale can be taken as a counterpart to other existed pentatonic scales in other parts of the 

world. Moreover, Chinese Pentatonic scale is not only used in musical sphere, but also has a 

broad usage in divination as each of the five modes has its corresponding part in the five ele-

ments五行. The correspondence is as follows: Gong-Earth, Shang-Metal, Jue-Wood, Zhi-Fire 

and Yu-Water. Apart from this correspondence based on the five elements, the Chinese Penta-

tonic scale can also have a correspondence with the 12 earthly branches地支 (see above and Ap-

pendix D). The match between earthly branches and Chinese Pentatonic scales adds Yin or 

Yang阴阳 to the attributes of Chinese Pentatonic scales.  

Wujing Zongyao in relation to the 12 earthly branches has recorded the term 

“地有配十二辰属五音之法”. A similar term is recorded also in earlier work of Kaiyuan Zhan-

jing where it is written as地十二辰五音法. This term signifies how the 12 earthly branches are 

                                                                 

 
61 Gautama Siddha: Kaiyuan Zhanjing, in Siku Quanshu collection, volume 91, wind divination, p.856 The original Chinese 
version: 
黄帝占曰：凡风之动，皆不安之象也，若在山川海滨空穴之间，风所出处，皆不可占之，以为常式。若在宫宅城营之内，战阵之所，风势异常，扬沙走
石，日光混浊，则必占之。  
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matched with the Chinese pentatonic scale and in turn its Yin or Yang attributes. The matching is 

summarized in Appendix D. 

In wind orientation divination, the Chinese Pentatonic scale divination is not focusing on the 

pentatonic scale itself, but takes the pentatonic scale as a tool, whereby the interactions between 

Yin Yang and Five elements is combined with day and time into a whole process of judgment 

and prediction. The process seems very complex as a whole. The Chinese Pentatonic divination’s 

application is the judgment of victory or defeat from host and guest. Wujing Zongyao has its 

descriptions about the Chinese Pentatonic scale divination in the chapter on the method of Host 

and Guest 主客之法. 

The method to judge victory or defeat from host and guest is a method in military predication. 

Wujing Zongyao introduced it in two parts, one part is connected with Chinese Pentatonic scale 

discussed above. The details are discussed in the later part titled Host Guest 主客. And a short 

example is given: 

 “The Chinese pentatonic scale of the day according to its five ele-

ments is the guest, the 12 Chinese hours of the day and the direc-

tion from which the wind is coming are the host, so that victory and 

defeat can be predicted. For example, if the wind happened in the 

day Jiazi 甲子 and at the hour Jihai 己亥, in that case, the Chinese 

Pentatonic scale of Jiazi 甲子 is metal, so the musical mode Shang 

商 is the guest. The hour Jihai 己亥 is corresponding to wood Jiao 

角. Because the principle that metal diminishes wood, guest defeats 

host. Other examples are like explained above.”62   

In this paragraph, the method described shows that the part of guest has only one feature that 

needs to be considered: the five element property of the Chinese Pentatonic scale related to the 

date when the wind that is to be divined blows. The host has two features that needs to be con-

sidered: one is the hour’s Chinese Pentatonic and one is the direction of the wind. However, this 

short introduction of the Host and Guest method did not specify the importance of the direction 

of the wind, and how it affects the prediction. Thus there is a third variable that is not explained.  

Moreover, in the underneath text which is titled Host and Guest 主客, there are items about the 

direction of wind which can supplements the lack of description of wind directions in the above 

short introduction. It is stated that: 

 “If the hour and direction can overcome the Chinese Pentatonic 

scale (Of the wind), Host wins; if Chinese Pentatonic scale (of the 

wind) overcomes the hour and the direction of wind, the Guest 

wins, if the relation between the three is mutual generation, then it 

is a draw.63  

Wujing Zongyao also has a more detailed and classified explanation about the Host and Guest, 

which adds complexities to the method. The text which in my translation reads:  

 

                                                                 

 
62 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, 
p.1950“即以日辰所得纳音，五行是客。时下十二辰与风所来方为主，则可定主客胜负。假令甲子日纳音是金，商为客也。时加己亥，此时是木角，为
主人。金克木，客胜主人，余皆仿此。” 
63 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1955-1956 
“若时与来方能制纳音，主胜。若纳音制时与来方者客胜。若相生者为比和，不战。” 
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“To divine from strong winds with strengths above the degree of 

shaking branches of trees, it is necessary to know the Chinese Pen-

tatonic scale of the wind’s beginning and end, and the date when 

winds occur using taking the Pentatonic scale into comparison”. 64 

To divine if the wind is good or ill, It is necessary to know if the Pentatonic scale has a relation 

as harm 刑, kill 杀, five tombs 五墓 or interaction as generating or overcoming with the date. 

Harm 刑, kill 杀 and five tombs 五墓 are the interactions between Stems-and-Branches which 

are common terms in Chinese divination. Taken from the wind divination part of Kaiyuan Zhan-

jing 开元占经 I summarized these relations which is attached in the Appendix E in this thesis. 

The Stems-and-Branches matched with Yin and Yang of Chinese Pentatonic scale is summerized 

from Kaiyuan Zhanjing开元占经 in the appendix in order to provide a basic background of the 

links between these two ideas. Other similar relations as Earthly branches with Chinese Penta-

tonic scale’s Yin and Yang, the meaning of such correspondences are also collected in Appendix 

E. 

 

Bajieri Zhan 八节日占 

Bajieri八节日 literally means eight time points, which is an ancient idea about the time zone of 

each year, dating back to the Han Dynasty (221 BC-220 AD). It was already recorded for exam-

ple in Shang Hanlun 伤寒论, a classic Chinese medical book. In Shang Hanlun, 伤寒论, eight 

time points had been already been matched with eight hexagrams. In Wujing Zongyao the narra-

tive about eight time point divination is combined with the good prosperous wind. If the wind 

comes from the corresponded hexagram of time point, the wind is thus judged as good wind. I 

summarized the Bajieri (Eight time points) divination diagram from Wujing Zongyao武经总要 

in the Appendix E, Table 3.     

 

Other wind divination in military uses 

In Wujing Zongyao, besides using the Chinese Pentatonic scale in the Guest and Host method, 

there are more items about wind divination in military uses. One is also related to Guest and 

Host, but the condition of using this method is the time when two troops encounter each other in 

a battlefield, and who will win or lose is too early to tell. This method first selects two sides: host 

and guest; it takes the first action party as Guest and the reacting party as Host in the battlefield. 

This variation of Guest and Host method relies on the direction of wind combined with 8 hexa-

grams to predict the victory and defeat. In Appendix E, I have summarized this into a table (Ta-

ble 5).  

Another method recorded in Wujing Zongyao is predicting by the wind on the first day of send-

ing army to battle. With this method the diviner wants to know if the wind gives a good sign or 

not for sending the army at that particular time.  

Wujing Zongyao also has one article about to how predict enemy’s general by wind. This is a 

method to predict enemy’s general’s status and style by the momentum of wind. I summarized 

the method from Wujing Zongyao in the Appendix E, table 4.  

 

Detect good or bad winds 

Wind divination is about how to predict the trend of things by reading the medium of wind. 

Good or bad winds can indicate different ways that things may happen. For the diviners, after 

                                                                 

 
64 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1950 “鸣条以上怒风，起止皆详其五音，与日辰刑杀五墓五行相生相克，而言吉凶” 
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waiting for wind, the next step is to tell if the coming wind is good or bad. Such basic judgment, 

even at its simplest form contains the basic value judgment of winds and the divergence on the 

judgment of good or bad of the winds, so to separate the different approaches of wind orientation 

divination  

Wujing Zongyao recorded how to judge good and bad winds (or auspicious and ominous). The 

criteria of the judgment are specific to many different occasions that one needs to take into con-

sideration. Thus as different factors need to be considered, it is complicated to judge the good or 

bad winds. To foretell the future from the wind, the first step is to observe the type of winds. The 

auspicious wind is described in Wujing Zongyao as follows: 

 “The auspicious wind comes in a tender way with the sun when it 

is clear”65,  

Whereas the ominous wind is described in WujingZongyao as follows: 

“The ominous wind comes when the sun is covered in turbidity; 

sky is dim with cold air. The wind sounds angry with dust spin-

ning, and the atmosphere is carried with punishment and slaughter. 

The ominous wind comes in sudden and is strong enough to blow 

up houses and break trees”.66  

From the above standards, to judge the good or bad from the wind, one should not only consider 

the strength of the wind itself, but also one should be paying attention to the surrounding envi-

ronment: the sun, the dust, and the sky in order to make a first judgment about the quality of the 

coming wind. 

The next step is to observe which direction the winds come from. There are two different situa-

tions: one is concerned with the interaction of five elements. If the wind comes from the direc-

tion which in Chinese philosophy consists of the relations as 四杀 Four Kills, 三刑 Three Pun-

ishments, 五墓 Five Tombs of the year, month, day or hour, plus a unclear sky, the wind is 

deemed as not good, especially when wind’s direction is the day’s 三刑 Three punishments.67 A 

good wind usually comes at eight time points, as stated in the WujingZongyao: “The auspicious 

wind, however, comes in a direction from the exact hexagram of corresponding time at eight 

time points.”68 

Liuqing Zhan六情占 (Six emotion divination)  

Liu Qing Zhan六情占 is another wind orientation divination approach. Judging the condition of 

wind, if it is good or ill, by the day when winds comes is called Liuqing Zhan 六情占 (the six 

emotion divination). Six emotion divination is recorded in Wujing Zongyao but actually it is a 

very ancient method that can be traced to at least the Han dynasty and the first centuries AD. In 

Hanshu Yifengzhuan 汉书翼奉传there was already a record about six emotions and their direc-

tions and meanings, which is summarized in the table below:  

                                                                 

 
65 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1948 “吉祥之风，日色清明，风气和缓” 
66 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1948-1949“凶灾之风，日色白浊，天气昏寒，其声呌怒而扬沙，秉刑杀而暴至，发屋折木” 
67 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1950-1951 “凡年月日时四杀五墓上来，天气白浊昏塞皆为凶风，其日三刑最急” 
68 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, p.1951 “八节之日，风乘王卦而来为吉风.” 
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Table 1, The six emotion divination system69 

地支Earthly 

branch 

申子Shen 

and Zi 

亥卯Hai and 

Mao 

寅午Yin 

and Wu 

巳酉Si and 

You 

辰未Chen 

and Wei 

戌丑Xu and 

Chou 

六情 name 

of six emo-

tion 

贪狼Greed

y wolf  

阴贼Insidiou

s thief 

廉正Hones

t and up-

right 

宽大Lenienc

y 

奸邪Duplicit

y and evil  

公正Fairnes

s  

方位directio

n 

北方North 东方East 南方South 西方West 上方above 下方below 

情emotion 好like 怒angry 恶hate 喜delight 乐joy 哀mourn 

 

The six emotions have different connotations and it is a three dimensional system that includes 

six directions and six emotions into the 12 earthly branches. In Hanshu Yifengzhuan, the six 

emotion method is a method that is applied in order to know the personality and sentiments of 

subordinates (知下之术).   

Six emotions connect the Earthly Branches地支 to the described emotions. Based on the basic 

ideas of six emotions, winds has different meaning if it comes in different days. The judgement 

if a wind is auspicious or ominous should be based on the earth branches of the day. Wujing 

Zongyao recorded: 

 

“If the winds come on the days of 寅午巳酉戌丑, in a smooth way 

with a clear sunny sky, it signifies good, meaning mercy, order and 

happiness. If the winds come on the days of 申子亥卯辰未, it sig-

nifies greed, plunder, conspiracy and duplicity.”70  

The method of doing six emotion divination in Wujing Zongyao is simplified if compared with 

Yifengzhuan翼奉传. In Wujing Zongyao, the prediction is so general that it can be regarded as 

simply a way of detecting good or bad situation for the earth branches. But in Yifengzhuan, the 

situation is more complicated, the six emotion divination was combined with earthly branches, 

directions, and different emotions separately. The usage of six emotion divination in Yifeng-

zhuan is also more specific, which is being used to knowing personality of subordinates. Wujing 

Zongyao selected to record this method rather than to elaborating it more, whereas in another 

way, the simplicity can be also seen as an expansion of this method, from knowing subordinates 

to the broad sphere as a judgment of good or bad wind in general.    

5.3. Wind sensing divination 风觉占 

In the above investigation about wind orientation divination, it is shown that the method of wind 

orientation divination has been passed from ancient times and also combined with various new 

and different approaches. Some methods of Wind orientation divination even do not need the 

devices of Waiting for the wind, like six emotion divination, it uses only the date of wind. For 

instance in predicting opponent’s general 观风察将, it is only required to watch the wind em-

phasizing the status of wind. Such methods without the necessity of taking into account wind 

directions may indicate that another approach, besides wind orientation divination, can also exist 

in Chinese wind divination. But in the historical archives, wind orientation divination usually 

                                                                 

 
69 (Han)Ban Gu班固, (Tang)Yan Shigu颜师古anotated: Han Shu, Beijing: Zhonghua, 1962, volume 75, p.3168 
70 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社, 1988, 
P.1954寅午巳酉戌丑日加“风和缓而来，日色清明”多吉，主恩令□贺”.申子亥卯辰未日来为凶风，主“贪掠阴谋奸诈” 
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catalogues the methods listed here as methods of wind divination. Different approaches are thus 

brought into the concept of wind orientation divination. However, in a book of a later date the 

source MeiHua Yishu 梅花易数 that was presented in Chapter 3.3. has one item on what I call 

Wind sensing divination, which I argue different from Wind orientation divination discussed 

here and referred to in Wujing Zongyao. In MeiHua Yishu it is stated that:   

 

“Wind feeling and bird divination so called separately mean notic-

ing wind and feeling it, seeing birds and divine on it. But as the ob-

jects of divination are not restricted to only wind and bird, general-

ly, if things can be related to hexagrams卦, the name can be called 

divination of wind feeling and of birds”.71 

From the above paragraph, Wind sensing divination has closer relation to bird divination than to 

wind orientation divination. But the main character of this Wind sensing divination is its relation 

to hexagram. On the other hand, the Wind sensing divination gets rid of various meaningful de-

vices adopted in wind orientation divination (and that has been described above), whereas using 

hexagram and feeling in divination. The Meihua Yishu 梅花易数 introduced the methods of 

Wind sensing divination explicitly as below, according to my translation:  

“When the time the wind blows that you want to predict, it is nec-

essary to notice whence wind comes and thereby draw Bagua八卦. 

Of the wind, notice the time, judge the color, distinguish the sound 

and manner, then good or bad omen is shown. As to the direction 

the wind comes from, if the wind comes from the south, the wind-

fire family 风火家人 hexagram is formed. (South signifies fire 

which is represented in Li hexagram, wind integrating fire is Wind 

Fire family); if wind comes from the east, Yi hexagram formed 

(aseast in hexagram is thunder, so the integration is wind thunder 

Yi 风雷益), etc. As to the time when wind comes, spring wind 

symbolizes development, gentle and smooth; summer wind, grow-

ing and fostering; autumn wind, declining and killing, winter wind, 

chilly and frozen. As to the colour of wind which comes with dust 

and cloud, if the Qi of wind is yellow, it means blessed and pleas-

ant; green means half auspicious and half ominous; white means 

warfare; black in darkness means ominous; red means disasters, red 

in purple means auspicious. For the sound and manner of wind, if 

the sound is like horses on battle field, it symbolizes combat; as 

waves, symbolizes shock and danger; as sorrow with weep, sym-

bolizes worried and anxious; as playing music, symbolizes happy 

things or marriage; as hubbub, symbolizes clamorous; as fierce 

flame, fire accident; if the sound comes in a gentile and magnifi-

cent manner, and goes away slowly, it is the symbol of propitious 

conditions.”72 

                                                                 

 
71 (Song) Shaoyong: Meihua Yishu, Zhou Haoliang collects, Beijing: Jiuzhou, 2012, p.19 
“风觉鸟占者，谓见风而觉，见鸟而占也。然非风鸟二占，而谓风觉鸟占也。凡卦之寓物者，皆谓之风觉鸟占。 
72 (Song) Shaoyong: Meihua Yishu, Zhou Haoliang collects, Beijing: Jiuzhou, 2012, p.19, the original Chinese ver-
si-
on:“凡见风起而欲占之，便看风从何方而来，以之起卦。又须审其时，察其色，以推其声势，然后可断其吉凶。风从何方来者，如风从南方来者，为家
人（南方属离火，合得风火家人卦）。东来者，为益卦之类。审其时者，春为发生和畅之风，夏为长养之风，秋为肃杀，冬为凛冽之类。察其色者，带
埃烟云气，可见其色黄者，祥瑞之气；青者半吉半凶，白主刃，气黑昏者凶，赤色者灾，红紫者吉。辩其声势者，其风声如阵马，主斗争；如波涛者，
有惊险；如悲咽者，有忧虞；如奏乐者，有喜事；如喧哗者，主闹哄；如烈焰者，有火惊。其声洋洋而来，徐徐而去者，吉庆之兆也。” 
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The usage of Wind sensing divination is not clear shown in the Wind orientation divination 

works available from previous dynasties. The lineage of the Wind sensing divination method 

thus remains in mystery. But in Meihua Yishu that may date to the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 

AD), though it is falsely attributed to the scholar Shaoyong 邵雍 (1011-1077 AD) as discussed 

in Chapter 3.3, Wind sensing divination is put forward with descriptions. As I discussed in Chap-

ter 3.3. Meihua Yishu draws heavily on the philosophy of Shao Yong or else we can say it was at 

least influenced or inspired by some ideas of Shao Yong, this may well show that Wind sensing 

divination is already existed at the time Wujing Zongyao was written; but, it is still unknown 

how this wind divination approach worked before the age of Meihua Yishu. Here I will put for-

ward the suggestion that some clues as to the presence of Wind sensing divination is given in by 

Ouyang Xiu欧阳修 in his prose his Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 that will be analysed in the following 

chapter. 
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6. Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 and the approach of Wind sensing 
divination 

This thesis tries to use the methods of Wind sensing divination to analyze the contexts of Qiu 

sheng Fu, in order to investigate the personal ideas of Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋in relation to wind 

divination. I elaborate Ouyang Xiu’s Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 by analysing its logic in relation to the 

records in Meihua Yishu梅花易数, introduced in chapter 3.3 and 5.3., relating to what I have 

called the method of Wind sensing divination. This is done in order to give a new angle in study 

of this prose, and also to elaborate its significance for understanding Wind sensing divination. 

The contribution of interpreting Qiusheng Fu as a wind divination work is of my initiative, as I 

have never come across any such approach among other relevant works. As this thesis is not go-

ing to discuss Qiusheng Fu’s literal value, the works and arguments from the angle of literature 

are not discussed hereafter.  

There are many versions of translations of Qiusheng Fu which I have found in English. In pres-

ence of these beautiful English translations I feel almost short of my English expressions. Never-

theless it must be confessed that in consideration of wind divination research, none of these 

works, unfortunately, can reveal the deep meaning beyond the words. The utilization of these 

translation works for the purpose of this thesis, and I have preferred the English translation rather 

than my own, to make the meanings of the Chinese text Qiusheng Fu, at last literally, more clear 

and plain to the readers. Here I select three alternative translations, from John Thompson, Arthur 

Waley and Herbert Giles separately. The whole prose and its translations are presented in the 

Appendix B-D, and I also provide the Chinese text (Appendix A). Helped by the translations, I 

will analyze the inner logic of Qiusheng Fu specifically related to wind divination in the below 

texts. Such analysis needs as I will show a philosophical understanding of the text of Qiusheng 

Fu, plus a deep understanding of I Ching and wind divination.  

6.1. Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 may draw hexagram when facing the wind 

If my hypothesis is correct that Ouyang Xiu was indeed inspired by I Ching, then did he do cer-

tain calculation based on I Ching and the way of Meihua Yishu to divine the wind? To establish 

this, there neeed to be attention to one detail in the prose and the hexagrams used in the Chinese 

original and we want to go deep into Ouyang Xiu’s inner world of wind divination hidden be-

hind in Qiusheng Fu. But to do so I first have to introduce the concept of “the changing line” in I 

Ching. In divination, a changing line siginfies how one hexagram changes to another and from 

this a prediction can be made of the the trend of how things will going to happen.  

What were the rules of using a changing line in heaxagrams in I Ching? One quotation from the 

contemporary scholar Shen Kuo沈括 can be an example. In the Dream Pool Essays, Shen Kuo 

refutes the idea of using the words of line when the line is not changing, expressing the opinion, 

which I translated as:  
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“Today’s diviners who use I Ching to divine, even though there is 

not a changing line, but still predict according to words of lines.”73  

Shen Kuo沈括 in the text above criticized the diviners of I Ching for using lines of hexagrams in 

predicting, even there is no line is changing in the hexagram. Explaining this, from the opposite 

site it means that if a changing line existed, and was discovered in the text, the prediction should 

to some extent focus on the changing line and make use of it. After explaining this we can go 

back and look at the actual prose. 

The Qiusheng Fu prose starts by the time at night when Ouyang Xiu read a book alone at home, 

suddenly he heard the sound of autumn coming from southwest, he commended his boy to “go 

out and see”. My analysis starts from this very beginning. The words are simple in the text, 

seeming so natural as if nothing special had ever happened before the command by Ouyang Xiu 

to the boy. However, if we take I Ching as a basis of analyses and compare I Ching with Ouyang 

Xiu’s words in the text, and in particular his use of hexagrams, in his his command to the boy, 

we may find it is not an accidental command, but a decision after certain careful calculation. 

Here I made a hypothesis that these words have its logic based on I Ching. And the more I read 

about Qiusheng Fu, the more I feel that it is a work based on I Ching, linking I Ching with the 

Wind feeling approach defined in the Meihua Yishu. Below I will try to elaborate this master-

piece of prose from a wind divination perspective as a detective finds clues in a case.  

Now if we go back to the Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 and the boy. When the sound came, why did not 

Qiusheng Fu himself go out, but he tell the lonely boy come out and see, rather than see himself? 

I argue that this consequence is not a coincidence by a poet’s literal writing, but has deeper inner 

logic. In Meihua Yishu, the southeast is represent as Kun 坤, and wind is Xun 巽, whereas wind 

plus Kun 坤 and Wind-Earth Observation is written 风地观 in I Ching. Taken this hexagram into 

account, it is necessary for us to go back to I Ching to find what Wind-Earth Observation means 

and represents. Does Wind-Earth Observation have any relation with child or boy? Actually it 

has. The words of the first line of Wind-Earth Observation 风地观  in my translation:  

“Children observe; small men are doing nothing wrong; but it is not 

good for the great men”74.  

Ouyang Xiu, who is a well-known scholar proficient in I Ching, is likely to remember these lines 

by heart. If my assumption above is right, the logic of Ouyang Xiu’s words is clear; when he 

heard the wind’s sound, he could calculate with I Ching and already be prepared to divine about 

the wind, therefore he asked the boy to go “out to see”. 

My hypothesis is that Ouyang Xiu conducted wind divination when he heard the sound of the 

wind and also represented this through the phrasing of the poem. Through this we may also 

begin to understand which line in Wind-Earth Observation 风地观 that is the changing line. The 

phrase in the poem of Ouyang Xiu “come out and see” matches the first line of Wind-Earth Ob-

servation 风地观  in I Ching, because the words of the first line indicates “observe”. Then 

comes here another question if Ouyang Xiu was also referring to the concept of the changing 

line, since the word matching is a condition but not a full requisite. In this case the first line 

should probably be interpreted as “observe” or “come out and see”. However, is it a possibility 

that the changing line may also be found in other lines of the Wind-Earth Observation 风地观? 

                                                                 

 
73 (Song) Shen Kuo: The Dream Pool Essays, volume 7, Shanghai: Shanghai Shudian, 2003, p.64 
“今人以《易》筮者，虽不动亦引爻辞断之” 

74 “童观，小人无咎，君子吝”, see also James Legge translation: “the looking of a lad; --not blamable in men of inferior rank, but 
matter for regret in superior man”, in “The Yi King”, Translated by James Legge: The Sacred books of China, The texts of Con-
fucianism, Oxford: The Clarendon press, 1882, p.100. 
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To establish which line is the changing line we need find more evidences apart from the match 

between the first line’s words and Ouyang Xiu’s command.  

The other evidence lies in the method of how to find the changing line, whereupon Meihua 

Yishu 梅花易数 provides an option. MeihuaYishu 梅花易数 introduced a method of “line di-

vided by 6”, which is a method to figure out which line amongst a whole hexagram is the chang-

ing one in divination. I translate the method as:  

“To find which line is the changing one, one should add the num-

bers of the above hexagram and the below one consisting of the 

whole hexagram, then divide the total number by 6, and use the 

remainder as the number of the changing line’s. If the total number 

[of the above calculation] is less than 6: on this occasion, take the 

reminder as the total number ‒ the number of the changing line ‒ 

and there is no necessity to divide the number by 6”75  

This method, even if it does not provide a method for investigating wind divination, at least it 

shows how to figure out the changing line in I Ching divination of Meihua Yishu 梅花易数. Be-

low I will demonstrate how this method can apply to Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋. I will explain more 

about the method, by trying to use it in calculating the hexagram in Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 itself.   

My argument is that the phrasing in Qiusheng Fu is not mere coincidence but was an elaborate 

and skillfull display of I Ching learning. The hexagram which Ouyang Xiu may draw when he 

encountered the wind is the Wind-Earth Observation 风地观, by adding wind upon earth. To 

find out the numerological significance of the changing line, I have converted the equivalent of 

each hexagram to number (presented in Table 17) based on the “Hexagram Number in I Ching” 

from Meihua Yishu 梅花易数. Explaing this is complex, but to lay out the argument I feel I have 

to present this in detail: 

The hexagram Xun which is the image of wind corresponds to 5, 

the hexagram Kun is the image of earth corresponds to number 8. 

Using the method specified in Meihua Yi Shu’s using addition and 

division, we get the simple equations: 8+5=13 and 13÷6=2 + 1. 

According to the method in Meihua Yishu, the changing line is the 

number 1 that remains after the division equation. As the reminder 

is 1, in this case the changing line is the first one after calculation.  

From the above arguments, there are already two evidences showing that Qiusheng Fu’s text is 

related to I Ching: the match of words and the match of changing line as converted into numer-

ology. The hexagrams to construct the second line in the poem “What is the sound? Please look 

around” is the counterpart of the hexagrams used in the first line of the Wind-Earth Observation; 

and the changing line is the number 1, as calculated by the system of Meihua Yishu. By these 

two evidences, the use of hexagrams and the numerology based on this, the formulation of the 

text and heaxagrams used should not be seen as a coincidence, but more likely to be explained 

against the background of I Ching, and the system in Meihua Yishu 梅花易数.  

6.2. Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 see a changing hexagram wind-thunder Yi 风雷益 

Apart from the consistency between the words of first line of Wind-Earth Observation风地观 

and the command by Ouyang Xiu欧阳修, there are more evidences from the texts of his prose, 

                                                                 

 
75 (Song) Shaoyong: Meihua Yishu, Zhou Haoliang collects, Beijing: Jiuzhou, 2012, 
p.4“凡起动爻，以重卦总数除六，以零作动爻，如不满六止用此数为动爻，不必再除” 
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showing Ouyang Xiu欧阳修 had conducted wind divination in the way of Wind sensing divina-

tion.  

From his words, I Ching’s logic and meaning are shown as guidance.  When a line is experienc-

ing a change, it is usually needed to pay attention to the changing line which can trigger the 

change of the whole hexagram. As the changing line is the first line as discussed before, thereby 

it is important to note that the change of hexagram is from Wind-Earth Guan风地观 to Wind-

Thunder Yi风雷益, and to ask about the meaning of the changed hexamgram. What’s the mean-

ing of Hexagram Wind-Thurder Yi 风雷益? And what’s the significance of the first line of Yi 

hexagram if taken into the changing line into consideration? 

It would be useful to understand the first line of Yi in consideration of the function of changing 

line 变爻. The first line of Yi, according to the Yaoci 爻辞 (words of lines) means in original 

Chinese: 利用为大作，元吉，无咎, which James Legge translated as:  

“(it) shows that it will be advantageous for its subject in his posi-

tion to make a great movement. If it be greatly fortunate, no blame 

will be imputed to him”.76  

The meaning of the first line of Yi益 is therefore not difficult to understand: it is a symbol to 

show that people should do something significant. Ouyang Xiu, as a scholar of I Ching, may well 

aware of the meaning of lines of hexagrams. If the changing line is the premier, in such case, he 

would remember and consider the meaning of the first line of Yi易, which well suggests to him, 

to do something great.  

Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 has the possibility of doing something great, for at that time when he wrote 

the prose, he was at high position in the central government. However, taking into account the 

personal political life of Ouyang Xiu (see Chapter 4.1), he was probably consciuous of possible 

choices and what strategy he should take in his political life. Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修was likely to 

gain some inspiration and to see omens from the blowing wind. In my perspective, He really got 

something from his divination based on the observation of wind.   

From letting the boy going to see, to deduce the changing line 变爻, Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 therein 

had seen changes in two different levels, one is from the micro level based on the changing line 

and its meanings, one is macro level from the whole hexagram. From the changing line, he had 

the possiblitity to see that times could be auspicous for doing great things. But Wind sensing 

divination is a systematic divination, one need to consider different situations in order to make a 

decision. As shown above, it is like mathematics, after making addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division and more, one finally gets a real number from equation (see also another example 

in Fig 6.1).   

 

Besides, Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 also needs to consider the situation of the change between the two 

whole hexagrams (see Fig 6.1). When hearing the autumn wind (coming from the southwest), 

Ouyang Xiu also reflected on the meaning of the changed hexagram. Though the reflection of 

hexagram is not described in Qiusheng Fu, inner the texts it suggests that he does see a bad 

oment. To explain this I have to explain the meaning of the changed hexagram. When he reflect-

ed the words of the first line of Wind-Thunder Yi, which may encourage his achievement in 

conducts. But, besides lines, what are the changing hexagrams suggesting him?  The words of 

the whole Yi hexagram is 利有攸往，利涉大川, literally means according to James Legge’s 

translation:  

                                                                 

 
76 “The Yi King”, Translated by James Legge: The Sacred books of China, The texts of Confucianism, Oxford: The Clarendon 
press, 1882, p.149-150 
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“there will be advantage in every movement which shall be under-

taken, that it will be advantageous (even) to cross the great 

stream.”77  

 

 

Fig 6.1. 风地观之风雷益  Wind-Earth Observation to Wind-Thunder Yi
78

 

The general meaning of Yi thus indicates new movements that could be good to take. If so, the 

changed hexagram is a good sight that encourages Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修, to do some great things. 

To know the contents of hexagram in general, is not enough for making a decision or a conclu-

sion. Apart from the general meaning of Yi hexagram, it is necessary to understand the whole Yi 

hexagram, in order to fully understand and investigate the inner thoughts of Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修 

in his wind divination as expressed in Qiusheng Fu. If we look at other contemporary works that 

discussed the Yi hexagram there are some useful references. Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹 also a fa-

mous scholar in I Ching, and contemporary with Ouyang Xiu’s, explained the meaning of the Yi 

hexagram in his work. In my translation this reads:  

 “益Yi hexagram comes strongly and celebrates the mild, diminish-

ing the abundance and supplementing the insufficiency. (The upper 

卦 has more阳 so it is abundance, whereas the under hexagram 卦 

has less 阳 so it is insufficiency). This supplement the upper part 

whereas diminish the under, which induces the damage of the base, 

so it is called Sun损 (literally means diminish). In another way, it 

diminishes the upper part so that the under part gets support which 

in turn consolidates the basis, this is the meaning of Yi Hexa-

gram79”  

According to Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹, the Yi hexagram is a counterpart of the Sun hexagram; Yi 

bears the meaning of good to the base but not good to the upper, while Sun hexagram is the op-

posite. So in the full meaning of Yi, the goodness of Yi is not applying to the upper, as a rule. 

These are metaphors that can be referring to the social hierarchya of society, the upper (the peo-

ple who enjoy the high positions) and the base (to the lower classes). These abstract categories, 

however, when we reflect the situation that Ouyang Xiu was in, such metaphor becomes some-

thing more understandable and make sense. 

If we think of Ouyang Xiu’s political experiences (Chapter 4.1.), we know that he had already 

suffered degradation and promotion, political ups and downs. However, at that time when he 

wrote the prose, he was in a key political position, the mayor of Kaifeng. At that time, Ouyang 

                                                                 

 
77 “The Yi King”, Translated by James Legge: The Sacred books of China, The texts of Confucianism, Oxford: The Clarendon 
press, 1882, p.149 
78 Picture from http://baike.fututa.com/a5757/ 
79 (Song) Fan Zhongyan范仲淹: in Collected works of Fan Zhongyan, Li Yongxian李勇先, Wang Ronggui王蓉贵 edited, Volumn 7, 
Dicuss about I Ching, Chengdu: Sichuan University Press, 2007, 
p146“益刚来而祝柔，损有余而补不足。（上卦阳多故曰有余，下卦阳少故曰不足）”，“夫益上则损下，损下则伤
其本也，是故谓之损。损上则益下，益下则固其本也，是故谓之益。” 
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Xiu’s future seemed bright, he was still young. But as the changeable political environment is 

hard to predict, the destiny of his career was likely to have plagued him (as indeed all his con-

temporiries in the political world). At a cross-point when deciding something, divination is usu-

ally a good helper. As showed above, Ouyang Xiu when he encountered the autumn wind, he 

was likely divining in the manner which I have described, through I Ching and drawing the hex-

agrams: Wind-Earth Observation changing to Wind-Thunder Yi.  

Since the Yi hexagram means good to the base (eg lower classes) but at the same time diminish-

es the upper (social elite), when he saw the Yi hexagram as I demonstrated, he may have taken it 

as a reminder that being at the top is not permanent, and that he may suffer declines later. This 

may explain his pessimistic tone about the autumn’s wind.  

6.3. Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修’s cosmology based on autumn’s wind  

Before go further into Ouyang Xiu’s inner feelings, it is necessary to look more specifically at 

his own learning of I Ching. Ouyang Xiu holds the view that the theory of I Ching is a cosmolo-

gy which relates to human life, rather than to a spirit or God. He had the opinion that I Ching 

contains the epistemology and methodology with which to understand the whole world. His 

thoughts about I Ching are summarized in his work “Yihuowen” 易或问, in which he elaborated 

his opinions about the usage of I Ching and Yaoci 爻辞. Since I did not find a translation for his 

this paragraph, I translated his words as:  

“Yaoci is the divination words. Divination contains the mechanism 

for change separating between strong or weak, advance or back-

ward change, and it also includes the images between adverse or 

smooth conditions and gain or loss. But as the change is not for 

eternity, the message must be presented by the conditions of human 

or things, to tell people the details. In such case, we should pick 

images from all things in the world, including people’s body parts 

and also animals”.80 

In Ouyang Xiu’s opinion as expressed above, he presented his ideas about the use of I Ching and 

the omnipotence of selecting images. In his point of view, all the things, can be interpreted as 

images or omens as a way to foretell the future using divination through I Ching. The poem 

Qiusheng Fu thus relates both to Meihua Yishu and also Fengjiao Zhan风角占. But in Qiusheng 

Fu, there is no description about the wind’s colour because Ouyang Xiu appears to be simply 

listening to the wind (as he let the boy go out and look for him). But in Qiusheng Fu, some de-

scriptions about the sound and manner of wind exist; and these texts can be explained if we 

compare it with the section in Meihua Yishu that states:  

“It was like waves soughing and crashing in the evening, or wind 

and rain suddenly arriving”.81  

“It was also rushing like troops hurrying to the front - muffling 

their words, unable to hear commands, hearing only the footsteps 

of the soldiers and clatter of horse hooves”.82 

                                                                 

 
80 (Song) Ouyang Xiu: The collection of Ouyang Xiu’s poems and proses, Hong Benjian annotates, Shanghai: Shanghai 

Guji,2009, Volume 18, Jingyou fourth year, 
p.535“爻辞，占辞也。占有刚柔进退之理，逆顺失得吉凶之象，而变动之不可常者也，必究人物之状以为言，所以告
人之详也。是故穷极万物以取象，至于臀腓鼠豕，皆不遗。” 

81  (Song) Ouyang Xiu: The collection of Ouyang Xiu’s poems and proses, Hong Benjian annotates, Shanghai: Shanghai 
Guji,2009, Volume 15, p.477如波涛夜惊，风雨骤至 
82  (Song) Ouyang Xiu: The collection of Ouyang Xiu’s poems and proses, Hong Benjian annotates, Shanghai: Shanghai 
Guji,2009, Volume 15, p.477又如赴敌之兵，衔枚疾走，不闻号令，但闻人马之行声 
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Fig 6.2. flow diagram illustrating the inner thinking by Ouyang Xiu concisely; the left part of this diagram 

is summarized according to Ouyang Xiu’s literal meanings, while the right part is based on my analysis in 

this chapter. 

 

Ouyang Xiu was reading at 
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From the wind, by using I Ching divination and the method described in Meihua Yishu, Ouyang 

Xiu 欧阳修 had already discovered something unpleasant, as I argued above. However, he did 

not express sensual and emotional feelings until he wrote the words:  

“I-hsi! alas!” I said, “this must be the sound of Autumn. Oh, why 

has Autumn come? For as to Autumn’s form, her colours are 

mournful and pale. […] And because Autumn’s being is com-

pounded of sternness, therefore it was that they withered and per-

ished, fell and decayed. For Autumn is an executioner, and her hour 

is darkness. She is a warrior, and her element is metal. Therefore 

she is called ‘the doom-spirit of heaven and earth’; for her thoughts 

are bent on stern destruction83. 

As is shown from the continuation of the poem presented here (using the translation of Arthur 

Waley).  After his observation of the wind, and as I suggest here in terms of a bad omen, Ouyang 

Xiu 欧阳修 expressed himself in metaphors of how the autumn wind brings disaster and doom. 

If I am right he had also just divined also through the hexagram a bad omen, particularly for 

people in the upper stratum, here was now a second a bad omen that Ouyang Xiu could decipher 

from the wind. The pessimism of Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修is quite understandable, as he was in a 

high position, but had experienced political downfalls several times. 

6.3. A personalised representation of Wind sensing divination 

If my argument above is right the poem Qiushengfu gives a more personalised representation of 

Wind divination. It also shows that Wind sensing divination as a deeper spiritual significance in 

than the former approaches of Wind orientation divination 风角占 described in Chapter 5. To 

explain this I have found it necessary to summarize the whole process of Wind sensing divina-

tion, as implied in Qiusheng Fu. However, I realise the argument and interpretation is complex 

and difficult to understand, this is simply because the practice of windidination is a science and 

philosophy that is enourmously elaborate. After, describing the whole process in text, I have also 

made a flow diagram (Fig 6.2.) trying to illustrate the inner thinking by Ouyang Xiu concisely; 

the left part of this diagram is summarized according to Ouyang Xiu’s literal meanings, while the 

right part is based on my analysis in this chapter. 

Ouyang Xiu’s commentary is as I have argued based on the wind observation. His commentary 

is more of a philosophy which expresses his attitude that life is not stable and easy to change. 

From using Wind sensing divination, he connects to the Chinese philosophy which contains 

cosmology covering everything. He mentioned the five elements, the penal office of Autumn, the 

military sign, Chinese Pentatonic scale, twelve-pitch scale, and mixed them together into his 

discussion what the wind had brought. His attitude is more like self-examination, not using divi-

nation as a way of expressing the god’s will, but as an inward perfection tool, as a way to reflect 

on oneself on the basis of the clues from natural phenomena. 

In Wind sensing divination unlike Wind orientation divination，there are no special devices 

which are mentioned on the methodological texts, and therefore Wind sensing divination is more 

a metaphysical attempt, requiring not certain instruments, but that diviners must have certain 

knowledge in their mind when they begin the course of divining. Such knowledge is a 

knowledge system related closely to I Ching. It is not a divining that requires instruments or de-

vice, or observation through things that are external to a human being, but rather an internal re-

flection and divining trough a person. The art of Wind sensing divination from I Ching also bor-

                                                                 

 
83 Arthur Waley: More Translations from the Chinese, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.1919, p. 141-143, , se full text in Appen-
dix C. 
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rowed theories from previous wind divination practices. But through the Wind sensing divina-

tion, one does not express the desire to conquer the outside world, rather one tries to use the 

message from the wind, knowing what will happen to society, to oneself as an individual (as 

exemplified by Ouyang Xiu) and thus to make a deep reflection upon the wind. 
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7. Conclusion  

Wind divination in is of great importance and potential in environmental history research and 

also in comparative study. In this thesis, I separately investigated the text of wind divination in 

Wujing Zongyao 武经总要 and made a text analysis on Qiusheng Fu秋声赋 by Ouyang Xiu 

欧阳修 by applying the method of Wind sensing divination described in Meihua Yishu 

梅花易数.  

Wujing Zongyao is a military collection dating to the Song Renzong reign (1044 AD). It com-

piles a lot works about wind divination methods from previous dynasties, providing an epitome 

of methods in wind divination that I have called “Wind orientation divination” 风角占. From 

Wujing Zongyao, we can understand the situations and conditions of wind orientation divination 

in Song Renzong Reign.  

Besides the Wind orientation divination as defined in Wujing Zongyao, there was another ap-

proach of wind divination that existed in Song Renzong reign: the Wind sensing divination 

风觉占. Here I have shown that the prose Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋 written in 1059 AD where 

Ouyang Xiu expressed his emotions when encountered the autumn wind. I have argued that the 

phrasing if this poem is related to wind divination amd have attempted to explain the logics of 

the author of the text, Qiu Shengfu, in relation to the though system related to I Ching and the 

work Meihua Yishu. Even if Meihua Yishu may date to the later Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 AD) 

I have made the argument that it traces its cosmolology to the scholar Shaoyong 邵雍 (1011-

1077 AD) contemporary with Qiu Shengfu. 

The differences between the two approaches at first glance are not so huge; one of the differ-

ences is that Wind orientation divination needs method and devices to wait for wind, but in Wind 

sensing divination there is no such equipment requirement. Another difference is that Wind ori-

entation divination is a divination that long recognized by the government as official divination 

method when it relates to wind. So in numerous works related to wind divination are titled as 

Wind orientation divination.  

Wind sensing divination however, the term, is not an officially recognized as a term. Though 

Wind sensing divination is explained in Meihua Yishu 梅花易数 but in other works I did not 

find records about such a method. In this thesis, by using Wind sensing divination to interpret 

Qiusheng Fu 秋声赋, I found the words in the prose Qiusheng Fu and Wind sensing divination 

recorded in Meihua Yishu are perfectly matched. Based on my finding, it can be recognized that 

Wind sensing divination existed in Song Renzong Reign parallel to the officially recognized 

Wind orientation method.  

There are many similarities and common points between the two wind divination methods. First, 

they are based on the traditions and concepts of Chinese Philosophy. The terms and concepts in 

the utilization for wind divination are shared by the two paths. I Ching, Chinese Pentatonic scale, 

Hexagrams, Heaven stems and earthly branches are adopted in the process of these two different 

paths of wind divination. Second, there is no strict barrier between the two methods. Except for 

Waiting for wind, some methods in Wind orientation divination can be regarded as Wind sensing 

divination since they do not require a formal waiting wind ritual. Without the formal ritual of 

waiting for wind, Wind orientation divination serves as another Wind sensing divination and 

provides nutrition to Wind sensing divination.   
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What are the features of Chinese wind divination in Song Renzong Reign? In order to try an-

swering this question from this thesis, it is necessary to combine the two methods together, wind 

orientation divination and Wind sensing divination. In terms of wind orientation divination, the 

period of Song Renzong Reign is not special; it is a period as former or later, wind divination 

was going along the Chinese tradition with a cosmology includes Yin and Yang, Five elements, 

Eight Hexagrams, I Ching and so forth. But in this period has also developed something new, a 

sprout of Wind sensing divination grew from traditional wind orientation divination. Qiusheng 

Fu is such a example, a product of Wind sensing divination. However, if we admit that what 

Qiusheng Fu contains is related to Wind sensing divination, then a question that could be pro-

posed is when this method of Wind sensing divination was formed? I did not find other works 

before Qiusheng Fu that has such a perfect description of Wind sensing divination but the meth-

ods of Wind sensing divination is probably already formed before Ouyang Xiu’s time in Song 

Renzong’s Reign, but not well elaborated. Through my research in this thesis, I hope my efforts 

can help elaborate Wind sensing divination in Qiusheng Fu, and help build a bridge in investigat-

ing Wind sensing divination practices later in history.  

In order to summarize the features of wind divination in Song Renzong Reign, it is necessary to 

consider the old tradition and the new trend, and the dynamics between inheritance and innova-

tion. There are certain characteristics of wind divination in Song Renzong Reign. First, wind 

divination is complex and extensive. It has a set of methods and approaches to follow. In order to 

divine, one needs to have a good knowledge of Chinese philosophy. Second, wind divination is 

not related to God, spirits and some super power. It is a path through which one is observing the 

wind to predict human’s affairs. In this sense, it builds a close connection between nature and 

human. Thirdly, during the period of Song Renzong Reign, besides the traditional collection of 

Wind orientation divination, Wind sensing divination was becoming another approach of wind 

divination. Fourth, as has been argued here, the Wind sensing divination marks a new trend of 

wind divination related to the schools of I Ching and the Yi-ology which was thriving during the 

Renzong Reign. Wind divination was becoming flexible in its form and broad in its contents, and 

Wind sensing divination gave more inward reflection to the diviner himself. Wind sensing divi-

nation, at least as exemplified by Ouyang Xiu is not outwards looking as the official Wind orien-

tation method but more like self-examination, an inward perfection tool, and a way to reflect on 

oneself on the basis of the clues from natural phenomena. Thus Wind sensing divination is a 

more individualized divination method whereby one does not express the desire to conquer the 

outside world, but tries to use the message from the wind, knowing what will happen to humans 

and to oneself, by use of natural phenomena. 

Wind sensing divination which I discovered in Qiusheng Fu, as another thinking path, derived 

from the old tradition of wind orientation divination, but works in a more flexible and reflective 

way for diviner himself. If taken the trend of wind divination transformation from wind orienta-

tion divination to Wind sensing divination as a whole, it is not hard to find such transition how-

ever, has certain reference and inner connections with the big background, the trend of Tang 

Song Transformation along the trajectory from Medieval to Early Modern. Taken wind orienta-

tion as the representative of the products of medieval time, the Wind sensing divination can to 

some extent represent the new growing trend which marks early modern wind divination in Chi-

na.  

Studying the Wind sensing divination can help us investigate the mindset of early modern 

Chinse. As in the background of the thesis, the Occident took the spirit of Hebraism and Hellen-

ism in wind divination when it initiated the age of cross oceanic exploration. However, if taken 

Wind sensing divination as a counterpart in China, this may help to explain why China at early 

modern time, although it was able to develop the technology and resources for sea voyage were 

not interested using sea forces and winds for colonization. Chinese wind divination although 

derived partly from military use, but such military use has no extends to wars at the sea, which 

can be discovered from both wind orientation divination and Wind sensing divination. The Wind 
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sensing divination in particular represents a thought system that is more self-reflective, individu-

al, cosmological and deep inwards, and on the other side, such system is not related to the desire 

of spread a gospel, nor to control the forces of nature.  

Furthermore, different wind divination paths between China and the Occident, adding the new 

trend of Wind sensing divination may help us find another perspective in explaining the differen-

tiation in the age of cross oceanic exploration. I thus hope my thesis until the end, can provides 

new thinking in this significant issues, besides it provides a clear picture on Chinese wind divi-

nation in Song Renzong Reign.           
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Appendix A: Qiushengfu秋声赋 in Chinese84 

 

《秋声赋》欧阳修 

欧阳子方夜读书，闻有声自西南来者，悚然而听之，曰：“异哉！”初淅沥以萧飒，忽奔腾而砰湃；如波涛夜
惊，风雨骤至。其触于物也，鏦鏦铮铮，金铁皆鸣；又如赴敌之兵，衔枚疾走，不闻号令，但闻人马之行声。余谓
童子：“此何声也？汝出视之。”童子曰：“星月皎洁，明河在天，四无人声，声在树间。” 

予曰：“噫嘻悲哉！此秋声也。胡为而来哉？盖夫秋之为状也，其色惨淡，烟霏云敛；其容清明，天高日晶
；其气栗冽，砭人肌骨；其意萧条，山川寂寥。故其为声也，凄凄切切，呼号愤发。丰草绿缛而争茂，佳木葱茏而
可悦。草拂之而色变，木遭之而叶脱。其所以摧败零落者，乃其一气之余烈。 

夫秋，刑官也，于时为阴；又兵象也，于行用金。是谓天地之义气，常以肃杀而为心。天之于物，春生秋实
，故其在乐也，商声主西方之音，夷则为七月之律。商，伤也，物既老而悲伤；夷，戮也，物过盛而当杀。 

“嗟夫！草木无情，有时飘零。人为动物，惟物之灵。百忧感其心，万事劳其形，有动于中，必摇其精。而
况思其力之所不及，忧其智之所不能，宜其渥然丹者为槁木，黟然黑者为星星。奈何以非金石之质，欲与草木而争
荣？念谁为之戕贼，亦何恨乎秋声！” 

童子莫对，垂头而睡。但闻四壁虫声唧唧，如助余之叹息。 

  

                                                                 

 
84 (Song) Ouyang Xiu 欧阳修: The Collection of Ouyang Xiu’s Poems and Proses欧阳修诗文集校笺, Hong Benjian洪本健annotates, 
Shanghai: Shanghai Guji, 2009, volume 15, p. 477-478 
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Appendix B: Qiushengfu translation 

1. Sounds heard on a clear evening 

      As I, Ouyang Zifang, was reading one night, I heard sounds coming from the southwest. 

Startled by hearing this I said, "Strange!" At first it was rain pattering in the moaning wind, then 

suddenly the sound surged up in crashing noises. 

   2. Autumn winds have a percussive air 

      It was like waves soughing and crashing in the evening, or wind and rain suddenly arriving, 

butting into objects and making clanging noises and metallic striking sounds. It was also rushing 

like troops hurrying to the front - muffling their words, unable to hear commands, hearing only 

the footsteps of the soldiers and clatter of horse hooves. 

   3. Having asked about the sound, sighing deeply 

      I asked the boy, “What is the sound? Please look around.” (When he came back) the boy 

said, "The stars and moon are clear and bright, and the Bright River (Milky Way?) is in the sky. 

On none of the four sides is there anyone, (but there is) sound from trees." I said, Alas! This is 

the sound of the autumn. How is it that it already has arrived? 

   4. Describing the contours of autumn 

      So, as for the way autumn takes shape, in color it is bleak, the fog lifts and clouds begin to 

dissipate; the atmosphere is fresh and clear, with the sky high above and sunlight crystalline. The 

weather becomes cool, chilling men to the bone, it conveys desolation, amidst deserted moun-

tains and rivers. Thus as it produces sound it is chilly and cutting, crying out in great anger. 

   5. One impartial force 

      When luxuriant grasses are bright green they struggle to stand out; when the beautiful trees 

are lush it is easy to enjoy them. (But) as the grasses rub (autumn?) their color changes, and as 

the trees meet (autumn?) they shed their leaves. The reason for this destruction and falling is the 

excess harshness of all its breath. 

   6. Governed by nature's might 

      As for autumn, it is the Punishment Bureau, it is a dark yin time, having the appearance of 

soldiers, as it progresses becoming metal (actually 行 means 五行, or "the five elements" here - 

the blogger). It is said to have the righteous spirit of heaven and earth, often using its harsh kill-

ings as its heart. Spring gives birth while autumn brings the results. Thus when it comes to mu-

sic, the shang sounds control sounds from the west, yize has the pitch of the seventh lunar month 

(when autumn begins). This shang suggests the shang meaning to injure; as things become old 

they mourn their injuries. The yi (of yize) suggests the lu (also pronounced yi?) meaning destroy; 

once things have flourished they must die. 

   7. Autumn sounds cold and still 

      Alas, grass and trees do not have emotions, they have their their time then become nothing. 

Man is a moving creature, the only creature with a spirit. A hundred worries move his heart, 

myriad affairs work on his form; being moved must shake his essence. And so he thinks about 

what his efforts cannot attain, and bemoans what his knowledge cannot grasp. It is appropriate 

that his soft reddishness should become (as) dried wood. and the blackness (of his hair) should 

become speckled as with stars. 

   8. Wind has caused heartfelt sighs 

      So of what use is it, for something that does not have the substance of metal or stone, to wish 

to struggle for glory with grass and trees? If you learn who carries out this crime of destruction, 

how can there be hatred for autumn sounds? 

      (Conclusion:) The boy having no answer hung his head and went to sleep. But from the four 

walls one could hear the sound of insects, "ji ji". It was as if to assist my own sighing.85 

                                                                 

 
85 Translation from John Thompson: http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_49d2ef330100ogq2.html 
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Appendix C: Arthur Waleyʼs Qiushengfu translation86
 

Autumn 

Master Ou-yang was reading his books at night when he heard a strange sound coming from the 

north-west. He paused and listened intently, saying to himself: “How strange, how strange!” 

First there was a pattering and rustling; but suddenly this broke into a great churning and crash-

ing, like the noise of waves that wake the traveller at night, when wind and rain suddenly come; 

and where they lash the ship, there is a jangling and clanging as of metal against metal. 

Or again, like the sound of soldiers going to battle, who march swiftly with their 

gags between their teeth, when the captain’s voice cannot be heard, but only the tramp of horses 

and men moving. 

I called to my boy, bidding him go out and see what noise this could be. The boy said: “The 

moon and stars are shining; the Milky Way glitters in the sky. Nowhere is there any noise of 

men. The noise must be in the trees.” 

“I-hsi! alas!” I said, “this must be the sound of Autumn. Oh, why has Autumn come? For as 

to Autumn’s form, her colours are mournful and pale. Mists scatter and clouds withdraw. Her 

aspect is clean and bright. The sky is high and the sunlight clear as crystal. Her breath is shiver-

ing and raw, pricking men’s skin and bones; her thoughts are desolate, bringing emptiness and 

silence to the rivers and hills. And hence it is that her whisperings are sorrowful and cold, but her 

shouts are wild and angry. Pleasant grasses grew soft and green, vying in rankness. Fair trees 

knit their shade and gave delight. Autumn swept the grasses and their colour changed; she met 

the trees, and their boughs were stripped. And because Autumn’s being is compounded of stern-

ness, therefore it was that they withered and perished, fell and decayed. For Autumn is an execu-

tioner, and her hour is darkness. She is a warrior, and her element is metal. Therefore she is 

called ‘the doom-spirit of heaven and earth’; for her thoughts are bent on stern destruction. 

“In Spring, growth; in Autumn, fruit: that is Heaven’s plan. Therefore in music the 

note shang is the symbol of the West and I-tsē is the pitch-pipe of the seventh month. 

For shang means ‘to strike’; when things grow old they are stricken by grief. And I means ‘to 

slay’; things that have passed their prime must needs be slain. Plants and trees have no feelings; 

when their time comes they are blown down. But man moves and lives and is of creatures most 

divine. A hundred griefs assail his heart, ten thousand tasks wear out his limbs, and each inward 

stirring shakes the atoms of his soul. And all the more, when he thinks of things that his strength 

cannot achieve or grieves at things his mind cannot understand, is it strange that cheeks that were 

steeped in red should grow withered as an old stick, and hair that was black as ebony should turn 

as spangled as a starry sky? How should ought else but what is fashioned of brass or stone strive 

to outlast the splendour of a tree? Who but man himself is the slayer of his youth? Why was I 

angered at Autumn’s voice?” 

The boy made no answer: he was sleeping with lowered head. I could hear nothing but the in-

sects chirping shrilly on every side as though they sought to join in my lamentation. 

                                                                 

 
86 Arthur Waley: More Translations from the Chinese, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.1919, p. 141-143. 
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Appendix D: Herbert A. Giles Qiushengfu translation 87 

 

An Autumn Dirge 

 

“One night I had just sat down to my books, when suddenly I heard a sound far away towards the 

south-west. Listening intently, I wondered what it could be. On it came, at first like the sighing 

of a gentle zephyr ... gradually deepening into the plash of waves upon a surf-beat shore ... the 

roaring of huge breakers in the startled night, amid howling storm-gusts of wind and rain. It burst 

upon the hanging bell, and set every one of its pendants tinkling into tune. It seemed like the 

muffled march of soldiers, hurriedly advancing, bit in mouth, to the attack, when no shouted or-

ders rend the air, but only the tramp of men and horses meet the ear. 

“‘Boy,’ said I, ‘what noise is that? Go forth and see.’ ‘Sir,’ replied the boy on his return, ‘the 

moon and stars are brightly shining: the Silver River spans the sky. No sound of man is heard 

without: ’tis but the whispering of the trees.’ 

“‘Alas!’ I cried, ‘autumn is upon us. And is it thus, O boy, that autumn comes?—autumn, the 

cruel and the cold; autumn, the season of rack and mist; autumn, the season of cloudless skies; 

autumn, the season of piercing blasts; autumn, the season of desolation and blight! Chill is the 

sound that heralds its approach, and then it leaps upon us with a shout. All the rich luxuriance of 

green is changed, all the proud foliage of the forest swept down to earth, withered beneath the 

icy breath of the destroyer. For autumn is nature’s chief executioner, and its symbol is darkness. 

It has the temper of steel, and its symbol is a sharp sword. It is the avenging angel, riding upon 

an atmosphere of death. As spring is the epoch of growth, so autumn is the epoch of maturity. 

And sad is the hour when maturity is passed, for that which passes its prime must die. 

“‘Still, what is this to plants and trees, which fade away in their due season?... But stay; there 

is man, man the divinest of all things. A hundred cares wreck his heart, countless anxieties trace 

their wrinkles on his brow, until his inmost self is bowed beneath the burden of life. And swifter 

still he hurries to decay when vainly striving to attain the unattainable, or grieving over his igno-

rance of that which can never be known. Then comes the whitening hair—and why not? Has 

man an adamantine frame, that he should outlast the trees of the field? Yet, after all, who is it, 

save himself, that steals his strength away? Tell me, O boy, what right has man to accuse his 

autumn blast?’ 

“My boy made no answer. He was fast asleep. No sound reached me save that of the cricket 

chirping its response to my dirge.” 

 

 

 

                                                                 

 
87 Herbert Giles: A History of Chinese Literature, Tokyo: Chales E. Tuttle Co., Inc. 1973, p.215-216 
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Appendix E: Tables 

Table 1: summarized from Wujingzongyao and Kaiyuanzhanjing 
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Table 2: Ganzhi and Wuyin Yin Yang (summarized from KaiyuanZhanjing) 
Chinese 
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Table 3: Eight time point divination 
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Table 4：Predict enemy’s general 
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Table 5: Host and Guest method relying on wind direction88  

The direction 

that winds come 

from 

Northwest, 

North, Northeast 

East, Southeast, 

South 

Southwest West 

Corresponding 

hexagram 

Qian乾, Kan坎, 

Gen艮 

Zhen震, Xu巽, 

Li离 

Kun坤 Dui兑 

Which party 

wins  

The guest wins, 

the host loses  

The host wins, 

the  guest loses 
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Table 6: 

干德 The virtue of heavenly stems  

天干 甲丙戊庚壬（阳） 乙Yi 丁Ding 己Ji 辛Xin 癸Gui 

干德 本身itself 庚Geng 壬Ren 甲Jia 丙Bing 戊Wu 

 

Table 7: 

岁月日时支德 The virtue of earth branches 
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时 
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Table 8: 

月干德：The virtue of earthly branches of month 

月干 寅午戌Yin, Wu 

and Xu 

亥卯未Hai. Mao, 

Wei 

申子辰Shen, Zi 

and Chen 

巳酉丑Si, You 

and Chou 

月干德 丙Bing 甲Jia 寅Yin 庚Geng 

 

Table 9: 

五墓（开元占经）Five Tombs (according to Kaiyuan Zhanjing) 

干支五行 亥卯未木 寅午戌火 申子辰水 巳酉丑金 土 

墓Tomb 未Wei 戌Xu 亥Hai 丑Chou 辰Chen 

 

Table 10: 

干刑  (The punishment of earthly branch) 

甲刑戊 乙刑己 丙刑庚 丁刑辛 戊刑壬 己刑癸 庚刑甲 辛刑已 壬刑丙 癸刑丁 

 

Table 11 

冲破  The breaks between two earthly branches 

十二支冲 子午Zi and 

Wu 

丑未Chou 

and Wei 

寅申Yin 

and Shen 

卯酉Mao 

and You 

辰戌Chen 

and Xu 

巳亥Si and 

Hai 

 

Table 12 

                                                                 

 
88 (Song) Zeng Gongliang曾公亮and Ding Du丁度: Wujing Zongyao武经总要 (Collected in Zhongguo Bingshu Jicheng中国兵书集成, 
volume 5), Shenyang: Liaoshen, 辽沈书社1988, p.1957, 
李淳风曰：两敌相当，先分八卦，以查主客胜负。若风从西北乾上，或正北坎上，或东北艮上来，宜先举为客胜。后应为主败。若从正东震上，或东南
巽上，或正南离上来者，利后举主胜，先举为客败。若从西南坤上来者，主有谋不成，两不利。若从正西兑上来者，客人有伏兵，主宜设备，否则大败
。 
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三合  Three together cooperation 

三合Three to-

gether coopera-

tion 

申子辰Shen, Zi 

and Chen 

亥卯未Hai, Mao 

and Wei 

寅午戌Yin, Wu 

and Xu 

巳酉丑Si, You 

and Chou 

 

Table 13 

六合 Six pairs of cooperation  

六合Six 

pairs of 

cooperation 

寅亥Yin 

and Hai 

子丑Zi and 

Chou 

卯戌Mao 

and Xu 

辰酉Chen 

and You 

巳申Si and 

Shen 

午未Wu 

and Wei 

 

Table 14 

德干合 Heavenly Branch Cooperation 

德干合 甲己 乙庚 丙辛 丁壬 戊癸 

 

Table 15 

岁月日时杀 kill of earthly branches 

岁月日时 寅午戌Yin, Wu 

and Xu 

巳酉丑Si, You 

and Chou 

申子辰Shen, Zi 

and Chen 

亥卯未Hai, Mao 

and Wei 

杀Kill 丑Chou 辰Chen 未Wei  戌Xu 

 

Table 16 

呻吟杀 kill of four months 

月份Month 四孟月January, 

April, July, Oc-

tober  

四仲月February, 

May, August, 

and November  

四季月March, 

June, Septem-

ber, December 

呻吟杀 酉You 巳Si 丑Chou 

 

Table 17 

岁月日时刑 The punishment of earthly branches 

 

岁月日时The 

earthly branch-

es of year, 

month, day and 

hour 

子Zi 丑Chou 寅Yin 卯Mao 辰Chen 巳Si 午Wu 未Wei 申Shen 酉You 戌Xu 

相刑punishment 卯Mao 戌Xu 巳Si 子Zi 辰Chen 申Shen 午Wu 丑Chou 寅Yin 酉You 未Wei 

刑下punishment 

downwards 

卯Mao 戌Xu 巳Si 子Zi 辰Chen 申Shen 午Wu 丑Chou 寅Yin You酉 未Wei 

刑上punishment 

upwards 

子Zi 未Wei 申Shen 卯Mao 辰Chen 寅Yin 午Wu 戌Xu 巳Si You酉 丑Chou 

 

Table 18 Hexagram corresponding with image and numerology  

卦名Name 

of hexa-

gram 

Qian乾 Dui兑 Li离 Zhen震 Xun巽 Kan坎 Gen艮 Kun坤 

卦象Image 

of hexa-

gram 

        

周易卦数 

Hexagram 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2632_%E2%98%B2.svg
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2633_%E2%98%B3.svg
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2634_%E2%98%B4.svg
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2635_%E2%98%B5.svg
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2636_%E2%98%B6.svg
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trigramme2637_%E2%98%B7.svg
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Number 

in I Ching  
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